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Winner Needs 51 Percent of Vote

•

n

-Alston

The third state, Howard Ringer and
Steven Hall, earned just 9.6 percent
or 163 votes.
~ Under the HUSA Constitution,
candidates must received SI percent
to ''be considered duly elected.''
Only 39 votes or 2 percent of the
votes separated the two slates after

be an historical first. If Alston holds
on to her slim lead, she would
become the first woman ever to hold
the office of president on Howard's
campus.

Wednesday night's tally, making this

academic year ascended to the
presidency for a few days. But she
was never elected to that spot.
Alston said she's not running to
break ' any gender barriers. ' 11 ran
because I was the most qualified candidate,'' said Alston.

the closest HUSA election this
decade.

''I knew it would be close," said
Alston, who is the presidential can'didate on her slate. She said her lead
is only by a very slim margin. ''I'd
like to think of it as only a tie," she
said.
Wilkins· echoed a similiar tune.
''It's a close election,'' said the other
presidential candidate. ''We just have
to get out and work a little harder, ''
he said. ''It's a whole new ballgame
now.••
,
In the battle for the Undergraduate
DIP c .. h/ HiLho11 St•ff Pho!otr•phe1'
Trustee spot, Cloyd Royal, a junior
'
Ona Als1on and Yvonne B~ooks are the fron1 -runners for the HUSA r1,1noff.
marketing major, won, squeaking
Benjamin James
tion (HUSA) presidency and vice past Juditra Burgess with 52.7 percent or 666 of the votes cast. Burgess
Hilltop Staff Reporter
presidency .W ednesday, March S.
received 597 or 47.3 percent of the
In
Wednesday's elections
0 a Alston and Yvonne Brookes
votes. Phyllis Randle won the
will face Ricky Wilkins and Herbert Al_ston received 784 or 46.3 percent Graduate Trustee position. She ran
Long in a runoff election for the of the votes cast while Wilkins cap- •· ;opposed.
Howard University Student Associa- tured 745 or 44. I percent of the votes. · The HUSA election could prove to

LASC Top Slot Still Open
. Candace Campbell
and Robert L. Frelow, Jr.
Hill1op Staff Reporler

When the· voting polls closed
Wedne,sday night, the position of

Liberal Arts Student Council (LASC)
president for the 198&-87 academic
school year remained unfilled.
Despite rigorous campaigning on
the parts of three prcsi~ential can- ·
didates, Maynard Clarke, Deon Lev. ingston and Frederic Walls, n·O one
candidate received the plurality of 51
perrent of the vote that is required to
be elected .
Levingston and Walls receive.ct the
larger number of votes, with Lev.
ingston at 43 percent and Walls with
36 perc.ent respectively. They will face
each other in a runoff election
Wednesday March 5. Clarke obtain·
ed 26 percent of the vote .
f While Levingston still faces a
runoff election, all other members of
his slate, ''Partners for Progress'', ~
were declared winners in their races.
Gioia Herring, a junior majoring
in chemistry, was elected vice president; William Jones, a sophomore
from South Carolina, is treasuer; and
Kimberl y Esmond, a freshman
political science major, is secretary.
Although Walls may be elected
LASC president, Jones expressed his
views about the possibliity of his slate
having to work with a president they
had previously opposed .

"The respective 86-87 LASC officers and myself were elected to serve
the students,·•• said Jones. ''If any
• personal problems should arise, they
would not interfere with the professional manner in which the 86·87
council will conduct its business."
Jones also pFoposed a unifying of the
two platforms should Walls be

elected.

Walls believes that there will be no
problems if he is elected. if all the of·
ficers remember thCir purpose. ''My
platform was developed from what
the students actually expressed as
their needs and wants. It ls_ the
responsiblity of the executive coun·
cil and ·myself to address those needs.
As long as we maintain that
understanding, there will be no problems," he said .
At the outc.:ome of the total elec;
ti on process, Judy Klein, chairperson
of the LASC General Elections Com·
mittee, had mixed feclin9!. ''The
voter turnout has soinewhat.improv....

ed to that of last year's, but liberal
arts students are still beiqg · grossly
neglectful when it comes to selecting
our officers," said Klein. ''Less then
20 percent of the students voted . ''
Klein encouraged all liberal arts
students to make voting a priority at
the March S runoff. ''St udents need
to be involved with what is involving
them,'' she said.
Elected as class officers in the
School of Liberal Arts were Brian
Austin, sophomore class president;
Stephanie R,ice, junior class president; and Jeffrey Mabry, senior class
president.
Results from the UGSA represen·
tative race were being held until the
runoff election.
According to Charles Rice, Elec·
tions Committee Chairman of the
School of Business and Public Administration, the two presidential,
viCe presfOential and treasury candidates will runoff.
·
Their initial presidential candidates
included Dale Mason, who received
36 percent of the votes, David Blair,
who received 28 percent of the vote,

Wendy Williams, who received 23
percent of the ~ vote and Todd

Johnson, who received 13 percent of
the vote. Both Mason and Blair will
meet in the runoff election to be held
next week.
The vice presidential candidates in·
eluded Cy nthia Spooner, Anita
Lawson and Milton Hillard. Spooner
received 41 pc1cent of the vote,
Lawson 33 percent and Hilliard 26
percent. Both· Spooner and Lawson
will meet in the runoff. Hilliard did
not receive enough votes to compete
in the runoff election .
- After the votes for the secretarial
candidates were tallied, Carla Dillard
was announced the winner over
Valda Johnson. Dillard received S4
percent of the votes cast and was
declared the winn~ince her total
was over the required SI percent.
Johnson received 46 percent of the
votes.
Marker Yates and Vicki Johnson
will face each ot.tier in the runoff election for the treasury position. Yates
received 41 percent of the votes,
Johnson 27 percent. Lewis Long,
who also ran for treasl1rer, received
29 percent.
The percentage of votes won by
their Undergraduate Student
Assembly Association Represen·
tatives was not released by Doug
Selby, the current student cou ncil
president in the School of Business,
because he felt this would create an
unfair advantage if published in The

Hilltop.
The announced winners for these
positions were Daphne Dickens,
Erica Motley, Frank Malone and
Darren Early.
The class presidents, who were all
unopposed, . according to Rice, are
Donna Jasper, senior class president;
Norman Roussell, junior class presi·

dent,

and

William

Theola Miller, who was HUSA
vice president during the 1972· 73

Former HUSA President Andre
Gatson, who was a write-in candidate
in 1980, was the last student -t o win
an election coming from behind the
frOnt-runner in the runoff.
Wilkins dismissed the notion that
a second place finisher in the first
election can't win the runo(f, pointing out that no election '' has ever
been this close."

Senate bearings in April because "if

The faculty jointly oppo's ed merit
salary increases rather than acrossthe-board salary increases. ,
President Cheek arglled that
across-the-board salary increases

would be difficult to implement at
How,a rd because of the wide varia-

tio~ amo!" the collqes and schools,

dunna his testimony. last spring

before the Senate, said Kelly.

She

Thomas,

sophomore class president.

'
'
'
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Ricky Wilkins and Herbert Long trail the opposing ticket .

but that she doesn't expect her expenditures will exceed her $9,000 budget.
~riant _said th.ai -because of the'
the election ran smoothly with few
hitches.
runoffs in the various schools anG
She said that she doesn't know ex· colleges, she will probably have to
actly how much the election will cost, have more voting machines rented.

General Assembly (GA) Elections
CJ)airperson Sh3ron Bryant sald that

grants, donations and studdit fees .
''Fundraising for the school is- an
ongoing process," Jones said.
''We regularly survey any dona's list
we can get, and we work very closely
with Howard's development office.''
''We lost students every year becaue
we cannot provide adequate flnadal
8 ld • 1 I
'

.

r·•
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The dean Siid that he personally
recruited the Fairchild Foundation as
a possible contributor.
''I'd had some contact with the
Fairchild Foundation before and the
development office did some research
and identified the Foundation as a
~roup that would be receptive to a
Lawrence Jones is the dean or the School of Divinity , which recently received a grant from
proposal . I made a representation to
the Sherman Fairchild foundaiion 10 supplement financial aid .
lhem and they responded with the
grant.''
Dwayne Boyd
Once the school is giveii a dona·
The School of Divinity currently
Hilltop Staff Reporter
tion, the money is immediately plachas four other proposals pending
ed in the fund's account. Interest
The Howard University School of generated from the printipaJ of the . with other possible donors the dean
said. ''You win a few and you lose
Divinity is the recipient of a $400,000 fund is used for financial aid, he said .
grant from the Sherman Fairchild
a few. Sometimes it takes three or
'
four years to get a donation, but you
Foundation, .
''When you have an endowment,
According to the school's dean,
you can only use the principal. You just keep working.''
Lawrence Jones, the grant will be cannot invade the endowment fund,''
Last seniester, 80 out of the 184
paid in two installments of $200,000 said the Dean.
students received some type of finaneach, once in 1986 and again in 1987.
cial assistance. ' 1 Rikht now we have
They will be used to supplement the
A fund with $2 million, at 10 pCr· a very inadequate financial aid
school's financial aid fund, Jones
cent interest would generate $200,000 budget of about SIS0,000," said
said.
,
a year to be used for financial aid. Jones .
Currently, 6S percent of the School
The aWard will become part of a
''We lose students evCry year
$2 million fund that the School of of Divinity's student body benefit because we cannot provide adequate
·
.Divinity is attempting to create. (ram financial aid.
fmancial aid.''
''Right now we only have about
Because of laws scperating church
Even though Howard underwrites and state, the School of Divinity does
SS00,000 but we hope to have the full
$2 million by the next two years," the school's budget from non-federal not receive . any mopey given to
said Jones.
funds, the school exists maiilly on Howard by the federal government~

•
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explained.
••Affirmative action is lilt.le or

nothing without goals and timetables.
There is now an attempt (by the
government) to eliminate them,'' he

The survey conducted by the Office of the University Senate revealed growing discontent among
teachers with the. administration,
deans and chairpersons due to
incompetence.
''There is a lack of faculty input on
things that concern them and the
University at large,'' .said Kelly.
''Policy is being made and we are
never consulted.''
Mem~rs 01·

the lf'J: araued to
authorize the executive committee to
request a statement from the ad:
ministration askina what impact

said.
Assistant Counselor, Stuart J.
lshimar~, of the House Judiciary
Committee and the Subcommittee on

Civil and Constitutional Rights, said
that the issue of today is to find out

what we arc going to do in the future

from lef't to riahl : Ivy Davis, Stuan Ishimaru, and Ed Coot diac:uaiod the ''Myths and
Realities''
or affirma1iYe
ac1ion durina
a
two day
conference

Panel
Discusses
Threat
To Affirmative
Action
s.
Paul

Burley

Hilltop Staff Reporter

to bri!!B people into the mainstream.
unf&miliarity of the caiididates. ••Tue
runners (candidates) are not popular
people in the mainstream of campus
life,'' he said.
''Many of them do not show any
enthusiasm in their campian. It is
hard to come out and support a particular candidate when. he &ives you
nothi111 to go on,'' House said.
Interviews with some freshman
students gave hints to why freshmeh

'

Voters A void
Polling Booths

rights and their impact on minority
communities.

Stevens said that President Check
and all the other ''bia men'' are ~

accomplishments made 20 years ago

Edmund D. Cooke, Jr., a

ing to put who they think is best In

by the civil rights movement are being threatened.
This topic was addressed at a panel
discussion on affirmative action en-

counselor for the House Committee
on Education and Labor, s'l.id, ''Affum.ative action is to enforce an
employer to employ -pie who ..._.

offJCC. So, ''why take time to vote on

titled "Myths and Realities."

may

The program was pan of a twoday conference sponsored by

employed.''
1'hb: is done bf

not

have ~ttaditlon~ii~
,

bavina a 1)'1t.em of

somethina already decided?''
One student, who preferred to re.
main unidentifted, did · pot vote
bec&use of reUsioua belief'L He said
he believes it is ianonnt to vote OD
a man who covld not ''lenathen the
days of your ilfe."

A.

'

The student 1overnment cam-

paian& again failed to capture the at·
tention of the Howard commU.Uty

which was evident in the number of
students who voted last Wo<b!ftday.
Of the Uni•asity's 12,000JIUG ••
I, 769 voted in the ' aeoeroJ elcc:tloa
held 10 a.m, to 7 p.m., acconllna to
Sharon Bryant, elections committee

chairperson. ,
•
Those who participated in this
year"s eleclion conltitute approx.
imiately 14.6 pamlt of the arOIS

enrollment at Howard.
During last year's ei«1ion 1,747.

~= !=r~r~of::~
Pollster Leslie 1loyslcr IMt'lbt the
overall tumout of ber Yotina1JOOch,

located In Locke HID wu wry eoocl.
"People who "!ore JUll paWna by

stopped to vote.'' she 1aid.
Altho~ the bolloliaa •11 ba"'

boon positive ia Locke, thett!llperfonnaceof ••,,.. m ¥C? IWMPOOI'.

Howard's Graduate School of Arts -1• llld tlmet•hs that would pve
said ll!IYIW·
Tuvin Hoi•• II 1HeaJ•tM• 1 a
and Sciences, Department Qf an' employer a opeclflc: time to bire a
"lbt:b IR '*""'I"' more EuroGramm-Rudman-Hollinp will have Sociolo4)' and Antbropoloay and ,thc 'c:enaln n11n1bor of people, Cooke pe1n In their thlnkiaa:We m~ put. out o( 11Ut1e1111 ii maialY • • . .
Univemt 'a NAAC
cr~·---!:!.l!!la!'!!!ncd!!!_·:____________:_____£
6
on the faculty and the b~dgct.
Qin . . . . . . . . . . ,

•

,.

Smit~
Hilltop Starr Reporter

Cedric

The purpose of the conference wu do not normally vote.
to address developments led by the ·
Kim Webb, a micro--bioloa:Y major students panicipated in the ele~ion.
U.S. JU511ce De!>ortmcnt In the areas said she did not vote because abc However, the one percent cliff••«
of voting, civil rilhts and human didn't want to. Moreover, Barbara between last year and this Jar t:GG-

Affumative action is the subject of
conflict between the government Cllld
affirmative action groups in that the

•

•

•

. number of people, Cooke
certatn

Members of the Independent
''.The only remarks made against
Faculty'Fcderation (IFF) are concern· such increases during the testimony
eel about the Howard University ad- before both House and Senate Apmiaistration's lack of discourse with propriations subcdmmittees were
faculty.
.
those volunteered by Check.''
The concerns were discussed dur.
.
.
ing an IFF mtetyig held last WednesKelly satd t~at the Uf!;1vers1ty m!l"·
day. Faculty members voted to testify. , dates mer1t·pay-ra1ses . which
before the Senate subcommittee on mem.bers of the IFF believe are
Labor, Health, and Human Services. unfair.
Execut~ve chairperson for the IFF
In a report ·read by MQriei Poston,
Ann KeUy. said that faculty member~ an instructor in the Botany depart·
becar:ne f~strated'when the attempt ment, 178 of 180 teachers surveyed
to yo1cc. concerns ~ough the existing had serious morale problems due to
un1vers1ty mechanisms failed.
lack of administrative/support, faculKelly said they will testify at the , ty workload and student behavior.

secretary of the lFF.

'

'

said, ''Cheeks implied that 1t is the
federal government that objects to
across·the-board salary increases.

we ao through the present channels
our griaances'Will never be voiced.''
The Senate has invited any member
of the University to contribute information about the school in order to
maintain quality programs urider difficult conditions, said Lee Rickard

'

Divinity School Gets Grant

Faculty Voices Grievances
Hill1op Starr Reporter

•• •

Wilkins also faces an historical
barrier of sorts. No HUSA ticket,
which was in second place going in· ..
to the runoff, has vaulted over the
front-runner and captured the elec·
tion in five y~ars.
"

'

Smit~

ar.

Award to Sup12lement Financial Aid

~~---:-~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Michelle D.

The Hilltop/February 21, 1916
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Hard Work Creates Options
For ·- Graduating Sttidenfs
R•chel L. Swims
Hilltop Staff Reporter

If success means being able tor
choose your options, then senior
Duane Hughes has that opportunity.
Hughes, an economics major in the
College of Liberal Arts, received a
•
$30,(l(M) job offer from a Wall Street
Corporation and was accepted by
some of the most prestigious business
and law schools in the country.
He and students Eugenia Dunn
and Harriet Coleman continue the
examples of senior success stories at
.., Howard University. ·
Hughes was accepted by the Wharton School of Business, Chicago
Schools of Business and Law,
Eugenia Dunn, School or Communica1ions
Georgetown Law School, and_ Duke
- Law School, just to name a few .
both the public and private sectors,''
A job offer paying $30,000 a year said Hughes . ' 'They also showed me
from th5 First Boston Corporation in how my academics could be applied
New York was also a choice that the in the real world.''
Cinncinnati, Ohio native had;
For Hughes success is the result of
however. he chose a different route . his involvement in campus activities,
After graduation Hughes has practical experience through internships, and extensive travel.
While
maintaining a 3.8
cumulative average, he is presently
chairman of the Liberal Arts Honors
Program's proposal and resume
" 'riting committees and in past years
served as president of both the
Spanish and Philosophy clubs.
Like Hughes, Eugenia Dunn, who
<
is aspiring to own a publication, is
another Howard success story.
~ ' 'Orginally I was interested in the
sciences, but when I came 10 Howard
$·~
•
)I became interested in the com.
I
muni ca1ions," said Dunn, who is a
prinl journalism major . ''From there
I got into broadcast, and then {O
prifld.''
Wi1h a 3.2 average, Dunn is a
me.mber of the Society of ProfesDuane H ughes, College of Libera l Arts
sional Journalists, and last year served as executive edi1or of The Com·
decided to travel to Asia on the Luce munit)' Ne•vs. which is published out
Scholarship, which gives students the of the dcpartme'nt of jou rnalism .
opportunity to work in that country
Her practical experience began in
for a year, and then attend the Whar- the summer of 1984, when Dunn in· ..
to11 School of Business.
lerned as copy-editor at the
'' Ho,vard University gave me the Philadelphia Inquirer. She spenl her
opportunity to pursue one of my im- next summer wilh the Inquirer as
portant goals - studying abroad," he well, and present ly interns at · USA
said . ''M}' rigorous studies in Today.
economics in London prepared me
Receiving job offers from The
for m y final exams. In Colombia, 1 Trenton Times, Gar1nec1 , Do•v Jones,
perfected mY Spanish and learned to and The Fort Wa yne Gazette.
view the U.S. from the perspective of Eugenia Du11n is still undecided
a developing country . "
about whrre she will be next
According to Hughes, some of the September .
experie11ce he has gained can be at''I'm really not sure yet. I have to
tributed to the State Departmenl go visit·the·papers and see,.'' ·she ex· •
Bureau for Refugee Progran1s and plained. ''Until I do lhat, J really
Up"·ard Bound, a narion·Wlde pro• won't be sure.''
gram which helps economically and
Hard work and willingness 10 aceduc<i1ionally disadvantaged studen1s cept JCriticism were her keys to
" 'ho are interested in college.
success.
He also gained practical experience
''Working very hard is very imporwhile interning in the public finance tant, and so is being in the right place
depar1ment at the First Boston at the right time," Dunn said. ''Also,
Corporation.
willingness to accept criticism is
, ' 'The internships gave me a chance key .''
to find out about the org~nizational
The School of Nursing also prost ruct ures of differenl institutions in duces st~tudents su h
Harriett

•

•.

-

Coleman who presently works in the
psychiatric nursing ward of Howard
University Hospital .
''I like working with people,'' Col·
eman said, when explaining why she
chose nursing as a career. ••And in

high Sl'hOOI, I always enjoyed the biosciences.''
"'
Cole said she attempted to gain as
much practical experience as possible

while maintaining a 3.4 &\'.erage. Her
participation in the D.C. Health Fair,
and work in the Washington Hospital
Center Burn Unit, Children's

Hospital, and the \'cteran's Administration, attributes to her
knowledge or th~ field .

Success was the result of discipline

and family support, said Coleman.
''Discipline is very important. You
really have to work hard, and know
where you want to go," she explained. ••And I got a lo t of support from
my parents."
After graduation, she plans to
work at the Stanford Medical Center.
Her long term ambition is to wo~k
with premature babies.

Noonday Sponsors .Rally

-.-..

.

-

•

•

•

Linda King

,,

Cole has founded focuses specifically in the area of men.
·•Ask some of the guys on campus
if they are men and they iinmediate.ly answer yes. But ask them tfie
meaning of manhood and the question just might go unanswered," sai'd
\Vright .
''The rally should be somewhat
·beneficial to the men on Howard's
campus giving them some perspective
on the biblical meaning of
manhood," he said.

Hilltop S1aff Reporter

"

•

'

\

Harriett Coleman, School of Nu rs ing

When asked how other students
could develop into senior success
stories, the three seniors offered their
advice .
' 'Tap homebase resources that are
here at Howard University," urged
Dunn . ''Those are your teachers and
administrators. 11 gives you that extra edge.''
Coleman stressed the importance
of self-confidence.
''Be confident! Have an idea of
where you want to go, and then make
up your mind to do it. Then you can
do whatever you want.''

•
Desire is the most important fac1or leading to success, according to
Hughes .

The rally could also be instfumental in addressing some of the issues
that have been brought out in discussions about the breakdown ·of the
Black family, he said. ''It will give
men some principles to work with.''
According to Lewis, the program
will assist men in identifying
manhood, what it is and the basic

Restricted to men only, a rally addressing the biblical principles of true
manhood will feature Edwin Louis
Cole, an international evangelist,
who specializes in the ministry of
manhood, 7 p.m . March 7 in the An ...
drew Rankin Chapel.
principles that are germane to it, no
The purpose of the ''Maximized
matter what your color is. It is comManhood Rally," sponsored by the
ing from a perspective of God," he
Noon<;lay
. Prayer
C hri stian
Fellowship, is to focus on and reOect
said.
a man's role which includes the
John McCaskill, a member of the
Christian group said, ''You will see
respon si bilities that have been
a difference on the campus after
delegated to him by God, according
March 7.''
to Donald Wright , president of
Noonday Prayer .
''We are expecting about 300 to
The program will be ''a time to just
400 men to attend and many of them
deal with men - man to nlan,'' said
According to James Lewis, a coor- are enthusiastic about the rally," he
Wright . He explained that the at- dinator in the ministry, man has been said. ''I think it's going to make a
mosphere will be less inhibited delegated to guide, guard, and great impact on Howard's campus.''
because it's men only and the men govern. Cole's ideas of manhood
will be able to express things that they promotes an excellence which brings
Cole has written three books that
wouldn't be able to express in a mix- about respect am~ng peers. What he were bestsellers. They include: Ma;x·
ed audience.
spe~ks of are not issues of Black vs. imized Manhood, Potential Principle,
Cole is described as a man with White, bu1 s1andarEls-whtch God-has--am:tCourage: A Book/or Chanipions.
'spe~iaT ability to communicate asked us to follow, Lewis added.,
'Var~~ J?robl~m.s faced by men and ~·~ A Jot of•w9men ' are looki.ng fi>r ~ ; 11o,f
'/~ ~ .:.S. , ~
has spoken \o over 500,000 people on men of conviction· howe'ver men
Cole travels extensively making apthe subject of manhood, breaking don't realize that ~anhood ~ntails pearances on television and at various
d.own bo~h raci~I and eco!l~mic bar- making lasting commitments, a point churches as well as holding· conrters, Wright said . The m1n1strv that which Cole makes, said Wriaht.
ferences internationally.

".. .a time to just deal with
men - man to man.

.

J . ./ £ l
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Skinner Defines Political Power

''You have to want success badly
- enough so that you can taste it," he
said. ''If there is a true desire, then
work, studyi ng, and e\·erything else

Paul S. Burley

will follow."

Hill!op Staff Reporter

Having no permanent friends but
permanent interests is how Barbara
)Villiams-Skinner described the way.
a person should be politically active.
Skinner, vice-president of Tom
Skinner Associates, addressed ''How
the Political System Really Works' ',

power structure, Skinner showed why
people have misconceptions about
who has power.
In the ''theatre of power'' Skinner
said that the producers and owners
come first. These are the 400
wealthiest Americans who are virtu.a.1ly invisible.
.,

Business and Public Administration.
The program was the fourth in a
series of six seminars on leadership
training .
Skinner discussed the misconceptions that people, Blacks in particular, have about who has power
and what people. need to understand

\ about it.

·

'' The idea of being permanently
married to a political party is
rid.i culous, '' she said in reference to
how Blacks have been Democrats
over the years . ''It is also a fallacy to
individually relate to a party that
doesn't relaie to one's interests."
''It is also silly for Blacks to just
run out and join the Republican Party without discussing it (among other
people of Similiar intersts). ''
By presenting a breakdown of the

doch, who owns a number of
newspaper publications, and Armand
Hammer of Arm and Hammer pro.ducts, she said .
The directors are second on the
power structure. l>rivate corporate
Continued on P11e 6

Pentecostal Fellowship
Hosts Conference

Tuesday Feb. 25 in the School of

•

They are people like Rupert Mur-

Elizabeth Smith
H ill1op Slaff Reporter

Teenage pregnancy, a product of
the broken Black family will be one
of the topics discussed at the 16th Annual Intercollegiate Pentecostal Con-

ference ooday ohrough March 2.
The three-day conference is hosted
by the William J. Seymour
Pentecostal Fellowship of Howard
University and will begin tonight at
7:30 p.m. with a convocation at Bi-

God's Tool for Mission."
'' When . a young person is apprehensible and there is no one to talk
to~ they are apt to make the wrong
decisions,'' said Betty Short, advisor
to the Pentecostal Fellowship.
In reference to the topic on teenage
pregnancy Short said that this problem can be solved, but it has to start
in the church.
''Christians should dictate the
mandate. Women should feel good
about being virgins and so should
men,'' she said. ''If they have made

ble Way Temple, 1100 New Jersey a mistake they need to know that they
Ave ., N.W.
The theme is ''Higher Education:

TliE
1-IILL"fOI'
•

can be forgivel!.J~ their si~.
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ST.GEORGE'S UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE ,

THE SCHOOL

•

OF

GRENADA. Yl'EST INOIES

ENGINEERING

St George's U01*5l'Y School ol' M1c1ic1oe. w11h more than 975 gr;iduales licensed 1n 33 s•••·

offers a rigorous. n1ne·semester program 1tad1ng to the degree of Doct0t of Medicine.
In Januar'f' 1985, The Jouff\91 ol the American Medlul AaeoclMkMI published a f9POl'I
which ranked St. George's number ooe of aHmaior loretgfl medical schOols in the initial pass
r... on the ECFMG Exam.
10 medieal Kf'lools in lf'le Unitec:I States " - accepted Oll9f 630 St. Geol'99's st~
with .a."ICed standing.
St. Geotge°' ha recervec1 ~IOl'lary approval to conduct clinic.II det'kshlps in New
Jerwy ,..., IO f99Ula110fls ol' the Stllle Boatd ol fqmmers.
A L~ Plogrtm IOI Enttf•ng 811.idenls ha bMl1 inlbtuted for a lmted number of quatlfie<t
applic.lnts.
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Howard Hosts Special Olympics

•

1

NEWSFLASHES
•

•

•

•
'

•

•

'

•

"
WASHINGTON
tinuing on my goals of getting a car
Notre Dame, France. These games Haven .
Competitions included basketball, and a home and maybe working on
are held on an alternating basis every
two years between the winter and bowling, floor hockey; and a skiing a baby. ''
Hilltop Staff R~portrrs
''l like the Special Olympics
\'.'.ompetiton in Big Boulder, Pennsummer sports .
•
There are four categories of com- sylvania, and Ice Skating at Fort Du- because there are a lot of athletes
Howard University was the site for · petition: mildly retarded, represen- po11t :ce Arena in Washington, D .C. competing and going for the gold and
the Sixth Annual District of Colum''l.' he athletes are grouped based I also like cheering on other
tative of 89 percent of all the retardbia Special Olympic WiniCr
ed persons in this country; moderate- on their ages and their abilities so that athletes,'' said Thornton .
Games/ Tournament, February 21
An important factor stressed in the
ly retarded ; severely retarded; and the everybody has a chance to win,'' said
and 22.
Chuck Harris, director of public rela- Special Olympics is that everyone is
profoundly retarded .
The ~ames provided athletic comDevelopmental sports are provid- tions for the Special Olympics; re- a winner. Athletes receive gold, silver
petition, and a chance to make ed for the severely retarded, and team quirements for competition are that and bronze medals ·a nd ribbons for
friends as well as providing a comtype sports for other groups. panicipants have a ''special'' disabili- winning their respective sports . ''The
raderie for the: mentally handicap~ Although the te8IT} sports are familiar , ty and be eight-years-old or older.
eighth or last person to win a ribbon
Many have called Special Olympics (to all of us in name, they are played
The Special Olympics is a year is just as elated as the person who
1
' athletic competition in its purcsl
giving the atheletes .more room to round competition with training wins the gold medal,'' said Queen.
sense,'' because of its well - make
Volunteer manpower is a must .
beginning in early October for the
roundedness for the panicipants.
errors and mistakes. Reg..
·c;s of winter games. ''The athletes build The Special Olympics program would
Gary Williams, the public address
this, there is a real set. .
0 f character. f e 11 ow ship self esteem · not get off the ground without
announcer at most Howard Univer- competition .
through group competiton, "said volunteers . ''With us being at
sity athletic games and the Special
Special Olympics provides a year- Nathan Queen, a games director Howard University we are trying to
Olympics said, ''There is not as much
embrace students to come out and
round program of training, instruc- volunteer.
pressure as there is with the H .U. tion, and participation in a variety of
Ricardo Thornton, a participating help," said Queen .
games . It's just a lot of fun ."
sports and activities for all seasons. athlete in the games since 1972, and
Special Olympics was created
his wife Donna, were featured in a
under the Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr .
''The Year · of the Games," the segment of ''60 Minutes'' that was
Foundation. It has grown intO an intheme of the Sixth Annual District of geared at taking a good, hard, look
ternational sporting program and is
Columbia Special Olympics Winter into the retarded community. ''60
currently sponsored by the DCSU Games/ Tournament held Feb. 21-23 Minutes'' looked at him and he
chapter of the United Black Fund.
at Howard University, had 300 to 400 showed the Unite.d Statos that he is
Winners in respective categories
athletes representing various ' 'special not confined to do certain things . ''I
are allowed to compete in the Inter- • schools'' and agencies including work; \\'hereas some mentally hannational Summer Olympics in 1987 in
Grimke/ Terrell School and Forest dicapped do not. Presently, I am con'

,I

lot of

.

' '

'

are a

athletes

'

THE UNIVERSITY-WIDE· CULTURAL COM:M~J:·J:t~ "'-

goingfor the gold... "

PRESENTS

Betsy Jackson, a Howard student
and volunteer, said, ''It' s a real
challenge and experience. It' s a test
of patience but also It's fun . It is very
hard to di stinguish between the normal people and those who are mildly
handicapped .''
Angela Clayton, a junior, recreation major, volunteered to become
more knowledgeable about the
special handicapped population in
the D .C. area. ''It was my first time
and it was very exciting~ More
Howard students should get involved.''
If there is any indication that these
at hi et es are not det(rmined or strong
willed, then let their motto be an illustration of their efforts: ''Let me
win, but if I cannot win then let me
be brave in the attemot.''

-

BOYS CHOIR OF HARLEM
AT

4:00 P.M. IN CRAMTON AUDITORIUM
FREE
•

TICKETS

FOR

HOWARD

STUDENTS AND EMPLOYEES

I

For' further information call
GENERAL ADMISSION: $2.00 Cramton Box Office: 636-7173
~
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F I NA NC I AL A I D

•eow do I apply for financial aid?•

of aid are available?"
aid funds?"

~What

types

'

'

These_ are just a few of the questions to which you
may seek answers when you come to the Financial Aid Inf or=m,,,a,_,t"'i"'o"n'-'W"'e"'e"'k""--'-'Ma=_,,_r"'c"'h'--"l"'Oc._:-~lo.:4~,'--'l!o.9~8~6. The staff of the Office
of Fiiiancial Aid and Student Employment will be available
from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p,.m. to answer your questions about
Financial Aid for 11986-87. Please join us iTI room 224 of
the Mordecai Wyatt Johnson (Administration)1;'uilding.
J

For more
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it was unsafe for flying due to freez
ing temperatures in the area lcadin
to ice development on the shuttl
framework used for positioning th
shuttle for lift off.

A.Iliance

Offers
Insight
•

.. ., .

•
{ · · Donna ·HanU
Hilltop Staff Reporter

The Na't ional Alliance; an indepen:lent Washington-based newspaper,
·ves an inside story of the daily news
hat a person would not usually find
n ''regular newspapers like The
ashington Post or The New York
imes, '' said Warren Liebesman, na·
ional news editor of the National
Alliance .
·
''By reading The National
Alliance, a person will obtain a
learer and better understanding
bout what is going on in and around
he nation. It covers the realities in
litics, said Liebesman. A person

.

sU:ally only gets a one-sided sto,Y
from regular newspapers or from the
regular news programs on television.''

villt Howard UnJvenlty Doual•u HaU,

A.lH FOHCE ·

•
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and was called The New York
Alliance. The name was changed to
The National Alliance in 1984.
The paper recently opened a national news bureau in D.C. at 1010
Vermont Ave., N.W. The National
Alliance also has nCW"s bureaus in
ton and Chicaso and is also
ublished in New York.

,
'

Gate~•Y

•

· Frank Lorenzo of the Texas Air
Corporation, bought Eastern Airlines
"For example, trom hearing about
Monday in the wake of pending the
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
strikes against the airline O':'.er the balanced budget law on many of the
possibility of pilot pay r.uts.
news programs on television, and
,,---•from reading about it in many of the
<;t.aily newspapers, a person would
robably think that the Grammudman-Hollings Act is the only
alternative to reduce the budget,''
. aid Liebesman.
,. Liebesman says that many of the
re;.ular daily newspapers are ·~anti
Blhck, anti-gay, anti-abortion, and
arc '-. right wing.'' The National
Allit nee covers anything from
comri. ~.l.nity-related issues to ''racist
people like Ronald Reagan, Edwin
MeesC or Jerry Falwell.''he said.
The independent, six-year.old,
weekly newspaper which is available
Fridays, began as a monthly paper,

Room B-29, or coll 636·6711.

•

$ '$

~f~~adon,

of the Space Shuttle Challenger tha

.,.
- 1·
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The Air Force is looking for pilots. , .navigators. , ,
missileers., .engineers. , .managers ., .and
more.
Our positions are important You can. get one
th~ugh Air Force ROTC.
As an Air Force ROTC cadet, you'll be trained in
leadership and management practices. You may also
apply for our scholarship program which 'pays
college expenses plus $100 per academic month, tax
free.
After graduation, you'll have all the prestige arid
responsibility of an Air Force officer. You'll discover
a new world where you'll be challenged to excelL .. and rewarded for your success . Let us give
you the details today. ·

"Will budget cuts affect financial

of bacteria in the state's marshes and
wetlands will force a two~mont
closure of about half the oyster be<llsj
in the Southeastern areas of INe
Orleans beginning Saturday.
80 percent of the state's oysters
shipped out to various restauran
and seafood stores around th
country.
CALIFORNIA-Rockwell industri
backed up their claim this week tha
they notified NASA prior to lift of

College Park has a new diversron
for run of the mill laudromats, a
laundromat where waiting on a couch
in one of the laudromat's rooms,
listening to music, and watching
elevision. Soap's is located at 7125
Baltimore Avenue.
An Arundel County woman has
on a suit against G.D. Searle Comany, the pioneer manufacturer of
he birth control pill, claiming that
he pill's use, in her case caused an
nlarged liver. Her liver weighs 60-65
ounds , the largest ever found in a
uman .
The woman has used Enovid and
vulen birth control oills since 1963.

(Free tickets must be picked up by Friday,
March 7 from Cramton Box Office)
I

LOUISIANA-Unacceptable levels :

The House

Subcommittee probing the December
plane crash of 248 servicemen on
their way home on Christmas leave
ill subpoena maintenance workers
from Arrow Air about their
knowledge of the DC -S's
aintenance before takeoff.
French Brie cheese, nationally
old, was recalled for the second time,
his Weck after reports of potentially
atal bacteria was reported to the
ood and Drug Administration. Th<J
acteria ca'uses flu-like symptoms it .
ormally healthy adults .
President Reagan of'fered Philip, ine President Ferdinand Marcos
sylum in the U .S. or a third world
~~ntry, in the_Ii~ht of the Phillipine
1l1tary proclatrrung Corizon Aquino
he new president following the couny's recent election.
Reagan also threatened to cut off
ilitary aid to the Phillipines, should
arcos continue to claim he is in
ower .

By Jacqueline Hudson
Stephanie Cosey and Dana· Oli\ler
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Delegation Defies Reag3n,
'
Travels to Libya
'

\

•

•

•

'

'

Cbiayere Emeruwa

unconstitutional order calling for
economic sanc~ions gainst Libya
and banning traVelDy·Americans to
the Socialist People's Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya,'' a spokesperson of the
delegation said.
Other political organizations that
sent delegates to Libya,:were the AllAfrican People's Revolutionary Party, All-African Women's Revolutionary Union, and the Women of

Hilltop Staff Reporter

'

A delegation opposed to President

'1

Reagan's economic sanctions against
Libya, last week paid a visit to the
north African State to protest the
constitutionality of Reagan's actions.
Consisting of a number of
representatives from the American
Indian Movement, International Indian Treaty Council, and the Four
Directions . the delegation visited
Libya to ' 'defy President Reagan's
unconstitutional order'' barring
Americans from travelling to Libya.
''We visited Libya to defy the
Reagan Administration' s illegal and

All Red Nations.

Members of these delegations
<\fgue that Reagan cannot dictate to
Americans where to visit.
Reagan imposed the sanctions in
January following the Rome and
Vienna airport terrorist attacks in
which 20 people were killed, five of

I

World
in
Marcos Out...
Brief··
Philippines Start New Era
I

"

,

them Americans.

The Reagan·Administration aa:us-

ed Libya of mastermindina the

attJOcks.

State Department spokeswoman,
Deborah Cavin, said .she was not
aware of the delegation's travel to
Libya, but_sta:ted that-''any~ with
an Am~rii;an passr:fort, will be: prQ-·
.s«;uted.: '

A spokesman tor All-African People's Party said that members of the

delegation were detained for two
hours at the John F. Kennedy International Airport opon their arrival
from Libya last week .
About 1,500 Americans are cwrentl.Y working in Libyan oil fields
desp1te the order.

.

.

I

.'

Trinidad ·Protests Apartheid

•

)

•

•

•

Paris, France -- The former Haitian

cos \vins the etec1io ns through agony is over ... a new life for our
'
fraudl1lance, she will call for a ''civil country starts tomorrow ."
After .the Marcos regime crumblAs his 20-year-old regime crumbl- obedience'' protest .
Las1 week, Aquino called Marcos' etl, Aquino quickly formed her proed, former President Ferdinand Marcos, his famil y and 60 aides fled vic1ory in the elections ''phony'' and visional government that consists of
Malcanang palace Tuesday aboard \ve111 alo ng to stage a peal::eful pro- her as president, a vice-president and
two United States Air Force 1es1 calli ng for Marcos ' resignation . 17 cabinet ministers .
While Marcos was sworn-in at the
Her running-mate Salvador Laurel
helicopteFs on their way out for the
law11 o f Malaca nang palacC , Aquino was chosen vice president, prime
United States.
Nine hours after he took the oath a lso took an oath of office at 1he minister .and foreign minister .
of office himself for another six-year nearby military headquarters as . . . Also Defense Minister Juan Ponce'
Enrile and chief of Staff Feidel
term, the sixty-eight year old M arcos· president.
Recognizing the esca lation of lhe Ramos, who seized the nations
wa~fir s t flown 10 Clark Air ForCe
cris is, the Reagan Adminstration military headquarters and demanded
B~~Bbout 50 miles north of Manila.
In Clark, Marcoli was transfered to discarded its ' 'persuade)-but -stay- Marcos ' resignation, last Saturday,
a United States Air Force medical ou1· · policy a11d ca lled fo r Marcos to \•iere reinstated.
In what may be seen as a symbolic
evacuation plane enroute Guam for step dowri.
Early Tuesday, Marcos ~owed that gesture, the Aquino administration
Hawaii .
In Guam, ·Marcos was carried he ··,,·ill fight until the last drop of on Wednesday, relased 16 of the
_
~ '
more than 600 political prisoners; apaboard his plane on a st retche r ap- blood."
parently, after being ''treated fo r exnn the sa111c d~ y. rea l izi~g 1 t his parently, detained by Marcos.
regime ''as co n1111g to a n Cnd . ar'' I urge 1hose \vho are in exile and
haustion.''
Also accompanying Marcos, was cos was believed to have been seek- those in the mountains (rebels) to
former armed (orces C hief of staff ing advice both from ihe ~eagan ad- come down ... and let us shape a 'new'
·Fabian Ver who was acquitted in the n1inisc ratio n and the o pposi tion.
Philippines,' ' Aquino said.
According 10 Defense Minister
There are speculations that the
Philippines Supreme Court early
February after being charged of Juan Ponce En rile, Marcos through Aquino administration will be fa ced
masterminding the ·assassination of a telerho11e co11vcrsa1io n \.\'ilh him with a number of difficulties as the
the slain opposition leader Benigno called for ''ccx:onciliation for all par- coun1ry is currently undergoing ecAquino in !985 .
ti es in volved."
I
nomic recession.
.There are allegations th.a t Marcos
Jn Novemper 198~5,resp,9,ndin• to. :... §~.r:~l,ii ~~ ,M ~~' c~U~tt P,i.m, al\d
1
1
a U nrted Stat Cs Pre ~ e .can~"trr-ror· s>i4,.·:.1.:m,:callio.e .~:oc.,ai,j,.pC, us .t;> has:l.Wer Sl.3_ biJ.lion .~iets abroi~\'iO}rg~_iate ieforms in ·e.r-liili' ines, reconc1l1ate .::let u S"s hate'-power ·ana ~Tne maJor1t y of these assets are
Marcos ca ll ed for pre si dential I \vi ii be an ho11orar}' pres~dent un1 il believed to be in the United- States ...
elections.
·
1987.
J
Aquino vowed on ABC's ''Good
In s
another telephone co11versa1ion Morning America'' that although she
Through Feb. 7 elections ""hich
·
were considered fra udulant by both with enalor Paul Laxa lt (R-Nev.), early held ''Marcos for the assassinathe United 1 States observers and Marcos was believed to ha,,e asked, !ion of her h~ s band ," she is not goPhilippines elections · watchdog ''Senator , what do you thin'k I should 1ng to exercise revenge but try to
groups, the Philippines general . do? Should I step down? !'
''retrieve the assets.' '
'' l think yo u , should cut, cut it
Assembly proclaimed Marcos the
''This belongs to the Philippino
cleanly, 'l\1r. president, I chink the
winner . .
CorazOn Aquino who was per- ti me has oon1 c ... " Laxalt !said .
people ... I have already formed a
suaded by her supporters ro join the
A fev.• hours before l\1arcos fled Commission · of Inquiry," Aquino
Presidential race, vowed thal if Mar- the count ry, Aquino said, ''The long said.
From Nc\l.'S Services

I
I

-------

Lagos • Nigeria -- About 13 military
officers were sentenced to death for
''plotting to overthrow the government o f Lt. Gen. B?bangida .
C'-lro-Egypt -- There were several
clashes reported between the army
and the police in the G reat P yramids
south of Cairo.
There were unco11firmed reports
that the army took such action in
''response to rumors that thJ: Hosni
Mubarak government intended to extend the police service to army con1rolled di stricts.

and Tobago (AAOTT) and the Committee in Defense . of West Indies

Cricket (CINIC). Recently, the youth
arm of. the ruling People's National

Movement (PNM) joined in with

----

•.
•
•i
'i'1 ~9YJ~1" ,~_,ei · ~i:gi,::t
r1

:h· c
~da~!"" t..._e _o;i;~uli~- Part:
He also alleged that the Reagan
· ·
Adm1n1stration
has a 1 ' negative''
re s pon se
to
the
worldwide
disarmament .
f

----

Maseru-Lesotho -- Four No rth
Korean embassy personnel were expelled last week . The military government which assumed power in
January, did not give reasons for the
expulsion .

Continued an page 6

Rl\C said that the board expected to

STudENTs! REM EMhER
TO VOTE foR

- Personal ads will qe charged $1.00 not to exceed
30 wor:ds; anything over 30 words will be
. additional charged $1.00 for every 5 words over

2. Campus Organizations.

pREsidENT

HUSA
•

ANd

VICE

'

pREsidENT ON MARclt

- If an organization is placing a classified ·for the
purpose of 'a nnouncing a .meeting, seminar or
non-profit making eyent, there is no charge so
long as the classified is under. 30 words; there
will be a $1.00 charge for every 5 words over the
30 word limit.
- If the organization ·~s sponsoring an event that
will be a profit~making vJnture, i.e., party,
selling of flowers, cab, etc., the charge will be
$5.00 for 30 wor:ds or under and $1.00 extra
~harge for every 5 words over 30 words.
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We are lookin& for new, innovative
clothina to showcase in the ''1986
Sprina Fashion Show.'' Auditions
will be licld March S, 1986 at 7:00

p.m. in the School of Architecture
Auditorium. ""b.:.i::-r questions
contact Olcar P.
at 339'5934.

The members of the National·

Political Congress or Blad: w-ri
requests the pre1~nce of all inte med
persons to attend a mernbczlb:IP dii~·
to be held in the Howard UnFia.li(y
Undcraraduate Ubrary Lecture Hall
Sunday, March 2, 7:30 p.m. to 9
p.m.

-.
•

-

'

I

•

'

·

- . Individuals who wish to place a classified ad for
.the
purpose
of
buying,
selling
or
announcing
a
•
service will be charged $5 for 30 words and $1.00
for ~ach 5 words over 30 words.

•

I
•

diffERENCE!

- A flat rate of$10 for 45 words will be charged to
companies wishipg to advertise in the Hilltop.

4. Individuals

(WIBC) for their rebel cricket tour of
South Africa in 1983 and 1984.
Julien has fa\led to have the ban
lifted by the WIBC and the.Trinidad
and Tobago Cricket Board of Control_(TICBC), the same two groups
ttiata?e current!~ hosting the tour
with the English cricket team . He has
also written to 1he United Nations,
where -his name is blacklisted, tb have
his name removed from that list .
Recently, Trinidad and Tobago
President Ellis Clarke announced
that he will be ''unavailable to attend,
meet or entertain the cricketers.
Prime Minister George Chambers
and Minister of External Affairs, Er~
rol Mahabir have already announc-

1

•

3. Local Companies/Agencies

who have been banned for iife by

'
1

·>

1. Personals

spend. some $6. million on the tour,
for which it expected to suffer a
greater loss than usual as a result of
the controversy.
,
''I don't think not attendi~ the
matches is a show of being antiapartheid because the West fndies
Cricket Board itself has very strong
policies of being anti-aparthejd, ''
said Rae.
Bernard Julien, former WeSt Indies, Trinidad and Tobago chainpion
is among an number of cricketers

their condemnation of the apartheid
team . ''They must play to empty
stands'' is the theme of their
campaign .
C IDWIC, made up of some 15
trade unions is coordinating boycotts
and rallies to coincide with the team's
arrival in Trinidad . An embassy ed that they will not be attending any
spokesman in · Washington, D.C. of the games.
reported that a ''large croWd conThe Caribbean Union of Telfhers,
verged on Wo~<t<!l.sluljte. y,tsler- he'l'!Qllir~ttd in .Barbacjosji_t; all!>
day to hear a number of speakers ad- expressed its full support for the praW-~ lhe apflitbeidj•iue Jllll,the ban- tes ~ JlC\i vi t ies . in Trinida? aRd
ning o f the cricket team.
Tobago.
Meanwhile, West Indies cricket
The English cricketers have already
board o( control president, Allan Rae played in Antigua and St. Yincent
of Jamaica, has been making s~rong and Jamaica where they also met
appeals to the anti-apartheid groups with some opposition but of leSser inin Trinidad and Tobago against tensity than what is emerging in
disrupting the ''local leg' of the tour. Trinidad and Tobago .
''Let them stay away, but don't
No matc;hes have been played in
trouble those who wish ·to come and Guyana where the government has
watch the cricket,'' the Trinidad Ex- refused entry to any player_with sparpress quoted Rae as saying .

Algers-Algeria -- Four Oil Petroleum
Exporting Co untri es (OPEC)
members in Africa, Nigeria, Libya,
Gabon and Alge ria have established
a regional organization Afri can
Petroleum Associ ation .

Hilltop Classified Ad
Policy

Hilltop Staff Reporter

Mounting oppos1t1on to the
English cricket tour of the Caribbean , Trinidad and Tobago in particular, came to a halt' yesterday on
the eve.of the team' scheduled arrival
in the twin-island, according to
reports from the area .
Included in the touring English
team are five players who have sporting links with South Africa.
The players are Graham Goock,
John Emburey, Greg Thomas, Les
Taylor and Peter Wiley.
·
Groups actively protesting the visit
of the team to Trinidad, The Antiapar1heid Organization of Trinidad

dictator Jean-Claude Duvalier has
been threatened by an eviction order
by his ''landlords'' in _a French
lakeside resort hotel of Talloires.
After fleeing his country 19 days
ago, Duvalier was granted temporary
asylum by the French government .

~
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Pragmatic Foreign
Pol-cy at Work

•
••
·J

•
•

I

\

nal politics of Haiti and the Philip-

The fall of the Ferdinand Marcos
regime earlier this wee~ marked the'
demise of two dictatorship$ in as
many months. Marcos went the way
of Haiti's Duvalier and a host 'of
other despots before him. Twenty

pines, while at the same time' secwing the future of valuable U .S. interests vis-a-vis, its two laracst
military installations overseas - in the
Subic Bay Naval Base and Clarke Air
years of oppression ended beneath Force Base.
the combined opposition of the
Let us not be mistaken, this is not
Philippine people, sections of the intended to be an endorsement of
military
ilnd
the
Reagan present U.S. foreign policy .
•
administration ..
However, this is meant to be a
••
•
The amazing speed witl1 which realistic appraisal of a policy which
both dictatorships crumbled is a has succeeded. United States policytribute to the Haitian and Philippine makers, Congress and the White
people who have been victims of op- _ Ho use aJikc, have adopted a more
prcssion. The optimism and joy pragmatiC approach in order to avoid
which followed both uprisings was repeating past mistakes in the cases
shared by freedom loving people of the Shah of Iran and Nicaragua's
world wide.
Somoza. Reagan's triumphant trip to
This is also a time for joy and op- G renada recently
, is the first celebratimisffi at the Reagan White House. tion of this pra8matic policy at work.
The manner in which both dictators
Whatever the merits of this emergfell marked a foreign poliC)' coup for ing U.S. forci8n pdlicy, the people of
President Reagan . When the Presi- Haiti and the Philippines now have
dent ptanaged to flip-flop on b'oth an opportunity to rebuild societies
sides of the issue, in the case of the free of political repression . For the
Philippines, by alleging election fraud Blacks of South Africa a'nd many
on the part of both candidates it ot hers who still suffer under fascist
scerned like an endorsement of the regimes with the implicit approval of
Marcos administration. Later, as the the White House, there is just cause
'
Marcos government crumbled the U. to continue their domestic struggle .
S. stepped in to expedite his removal
and therefore managed to come out Despite it's right-wing, anti·
on the side of the winner . In communist stand, the Reagan adDuvalier's case the U.S. was in- ministration has demonstrated its
strumental in persuading him to s1ep willingness to abandon doomed
down and in determining the com- regi mes in order to secure vital U.S.
position of the new government.
interesrs. The ''dictator shuttle serThe facts of the matter are that the . vice'' - Duvalier nown to France and
Administration has managed to Marcos to Guam - is a strong indica- ,
maneuver itself into a position where tion that thi s pragmatic policy will
it can play a maior role in the inter- continue.

Mandela's Release;
Uncertain -Terms
•

'

'The wdtl:is are all too fa'.miliar:
Free Nelson Mandela . If the South
African government lives up to its recent announcement , Mandela, the
leader of the outlawed African National Congress, will soon be jusr
that--free, in July .
There are terms to the release,
however . Although Preto ria seems to
have give1,1 up on its earlier demand
that Mandela make a stateme11t say.
ing that he is opposed to the use of
violence, the government has made
his freedom co ntigent upon the
release of two Soviet diss ident s and
a South African prisoner of war,
Captain Wyand du Toit, who is held
in Ango la. Though many, including
Winnie Mandela object to having
Mandela's plight equated with that of
the South African prisoner of war, .
few would reject the terms
completely.
The reasons for South Africa's
change of heart , after twenty three
years are few, and most of them are
obvious. Wh ile in jail, Mandela's
popularity has grown beyond belief.
Mandela is the symbol of defiant and
progressive leadership. But he has
also undergone su rgery and he is
nearly seventy years o ld . What if he
should die in jail'! Mandela would instantly become a mart yr, and the
South African government's troubles
would increase ten fold.

Editor-in-Chief•
carol D. Winn
1
Managing Editor

Mandela's relcase. -wiil serve as a.symbolic gesture of progress in
dismantling Apartheid, and will give
Western banks a good excuse to
resume business as usual . from
So uth Africa's view point, freeing
Mandela could buy them more time .
Right now, Mandela is viewed as
more than a man, as an impeccable
leader. The media especially ha.~
helped to make it so. But what if
Mandela, suddenly free to organize
and protest, no longer has the same
sparkle? He has been out of circula1ion for two decades. If this proved
to be true , the moraJe of those who
look up to him would indeed suffer
a terrible tilow.
In light of all that South Africa
stands to gain by releasing Mandela ,
should we hope that he will not be
released? Of course not . No matter
what the government docs now its
days are numbered .
We should all celebrate Mandela' s
impending release, despite the less
than noble reasons f9r which the
South African gove nment may
release him. Much t the South
African govcrnmcn s surprise,
Mandela may prove o be, as strong
or stronger than e once was. His
freedom then will seen as the spark
to a resurgence of the South African
people. And let the govcrnm~nt
beware.
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Reagan's ''Serious
Last month's celebration of Dr.
Martin Lurthcr King, Jr.'s birthday

as a federal holiday gave the media
a golden opportunity ti project the
view that America had transcended
its racism. The stalwart voice of

American capitalism, the Wall Street
Journal, announced with smua
satisfaction that ''the nation has
come a long way'' on race relations .
Indeed, since King's assassination
'' racial integration has ceased to be
an issue.'' The Journal noted that ''a

1980 survey showed that 90 percent

of whites favored integrated schools,
compared with 64 percent in 1964
and only 32 percent in 1942. By 1972,

97 percent of whites favored equal
opportunities for Blacks, compared
to only 45 percent in 1944. ''
The Wall Street Journal added
with hopeful enthusiasm that Blacks
were also ''becoming more independent in their voting patterns, and
whites arc showing no hesitancy to
vote for Blacks.'' The later statement
is. of course, · a gross distortion of
reality, dcspit~ the recent election of
Douglas Wilder as Virginia's first
Black lieutenant governor. Statistical-

mayoral candidate. Whites arc far
more race conscious in their voting
behavior than Afro-Americans. But
most disturbing to conscrvativCs is

the lack of support Blacks show
toward President Reagan, who currently has at least a 66 percent approval rating among whites . Accor·
ding to the Washington Post/ ABC
poll of early January, only 23 percent

of all Blacks approve of Reagan, and
a decisive majority are convinced that
the President''is a racist.''

Why don't Blacks like Reagan,
when nearly all other Americans seem
t~ love the old bo.y? Didn't Reagan
s1gn the law which made Martin
Luthcr King's birthday a federal holiday ?
Shouldn't
we
be grateful to the conservative chief
executive?
These arc the wrong questions to
ask. We recall that Reagan personally '
opposed the legislation which King
and thousands of desegregation advocates supported-the 1964 Civil
Rights Act, and the 1965 Voting
Rights Act . We remember that
Reagan fought against the renewal of
the Voting Rights Act provisions, and

has packed the us Civil Rights Com-

Letters to The Editor

Negro''
Problem
.

•

•

•

'

Freedom. We know that Reagan tried theid's systematic murder of African
to smear the memory of King with children, its- bri.J.tal Pasilaw system,
red-baiting, anti-Communist lies, and its daily use of terrorism and
that he and his administration arc ful- violence, are crimes •iainst b11m1nj.

ly committed to backing the illegal ty. But to Reagan, the deaths of

and immoral system of South Black children arc a problem of
African apartheid..
''crowd control.'' The overall Black
unemployment rate exceeded 14.S
But if one single person should be percent in 198S, was over 12 percent
identified to justify Black antipathy for Black adult males and 13.S perto Reagan, it would be this: the Presi- cent for Black women-;- Yet 1 the
dent and his administration do not Reagan administration claims that we
treat Black Americans as human be- have a ''full employtnent'' economy,
ings, they y:latc to us essentially as and charges that all those who truly

a series

011 problems.

There is no

want to work can find jobs. The

recognition of the Afro-American
cultural and social heritage, no comprehcnsion of our political pcrceplions, our economic status and educational goals. There is no interest in
understanding that Blacks arc a
group of Americans with a collective
history of oppression, and a unique
political vision of social justice.
Rather, we are identified, labeled and
stereotyped as a group of public
policy problems - unemployment,
welfare, housing, education, urban
crime, h~althcarc, apartheid .
When Reagan contemplates the
Black experience, he sees no humani-

economic ''problem'' of Blacks is

that they lack the self-discipline and
motivation to work:!
Reagan's ''Negro Problem'' is that
we refuse to accept sccond~us
citizenship, poor schools, nonexisting medical facilities, hiah
unemployment rates, and U.S. sup-

port for South Africa. The creation
of a new federal holiday cannot

obliterate the absence of complete
democracy, economic opportunity
and social justice in this country. So
long as Blackness remains ''pro-

blematic" in the U.S. and so long as
''We Shall Overcome'' remains a
ty. only "problems" to be tinkered .dr•.am
r•ther th•n a reality w• :..l11
,(,.':"':l't1 11TI •·· ' ;.o .~Y-7,~ , • :~ ' . '" 1FJ¥ 1,
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Quality Service May Increase ·:Patronage
Dear Editor,

In last week's editorial "Black

them because of their shared
Blackness. Many of them seem to
operate on the premise that Black
consumers should not expect
courteous., efficient and quality service because their's is a Black
business.

Enterprise Equals Progress, '' the
author wrote that Black American
consumers have the buying power of
some nations, yet this money docs
not benefit the Black community
because Black consumers do not supTake for example, the Howard
port Black businesses within their branch of the United National Bank,
communities.
better known amoog some of us as
It's important that we make one the United ''Negro'' Bank .
another realize the role the dollar (Although it is not Black owned, it
plays in changiDJ our status, as a is operated by Black people.) On any
whole, here in America, and the im- given Howard pay day, you will
ponsnce of the survival, and increas- spend an average of 45 minutes in a
ed formation rate of Black . line, that winds sometimes out the
businesses. But to lay the full blame door, waiting to get to a teller winfor the failure of Black: businesses on dow.. (And it' s not uncommon for the
the shoulders of consumers is to ig- teller to close her window when you
nore other elements essential to suc· finally reach th~ head of the line so
cessful businesses, which is the that she can record her checks responsibility of the business owner. · something she should do when the
Some Black business owners seem bank is closed between 3-4:30 p.m.)
to think th•t Black consumers are
The bank's manager, or operations
obligated to spend their money with officer. I'm sure is aware of

Protesting Students
Have Misplaced Focus
of many people, ThcrC is a great need
for new housing on Howard's campus and in the community around

toward.s the problems of the people

Howard, as well as a need to upgr&dc
the housing that already exists ~ Currently, there is not enough housin& to
accommodate .all of Howard's
students. The houses in the area

in

around the campus have not helped

community.
The
''Greaseman, •• a disc-jockey for FM
radio 101, made the racist statement,
''If the asas1ination of one Black
leader was cause for a day off, then

Careers
Editor- .
-.
EJizaS o·connor

T . Denise Asbury

•

Dear Editor:
I am a student at Howard University, who feels that the students who
protested •pinst the statement made
by Dou1''Greaseman'' Tract, should
·divert their attention away from the
prejudice of one man and direct it

-

'

•

electorate \.'Otes for a frrst- ime Bl - ".--'m~j_lj!!ll~
· o~n,.. .!:w~il:!:h!.:.t~h!!e:.:·~•h!!!em:!!!!i~e!.s.!o~f..,;Bl~a~c~k·c_Wll!l!.t]h:.:.
· 2or!_rrgel atcd to obscurit . Apar~

Lanita Pace

.

-

ly, less than 28 percent of the white

'!

:f:- ·

•

their

to improve the situation, since many
of these · houses and apartmcnr
buildin&s arc either run down or are
abandoned. Instead of orpnirina
killina four more would r<Sult in act· demonstrations, the protestin&
tin& the rest of the week off,'' in ·students should orpnize a coalition
reaard to the observance of Dr. Mar- . that would attract Blacks back into
tin Luther Kini Jr .'s birthday. After the community and encouraae them
/ hearing the statement, 70 Howud to uparade the housina in the area.
students demonstrated ouuide of the There is also a arcat need for more

radio station and demanded that the
'' Greaseman'' be fued. 1be actions
of the studenU show their strona fOclinp towvd the ll!Jln beilll honored
by his this holiday; hown'el:, these
students should direct their efforts

toward cMns;ina the community
oround Howard and hdpins the people in the community, rather than
waste time tryina to chanae one men.
Demomtratiq •pin•t and ct. m•n-

dina the termination of one discjockey will - alter his " " " ' - ' or
his raci•I prejudice; but a ltrODI effort to help rebuild the area around
Howard would dMnp the auit111ea
•

community outreoch pfOl1'IRIS. Cur-

rent student efforts con•istina of

perhl:ps one food or clothiaa dri.ve
per semester, just arc not enouah· In
addition to food and c:lothina. many
people in tho community need
counsdin1 and support aroups, in

Howard's pay periods, refuses to do courtesy, especially when they can't
anything, such as having more tellers offer the consumer all the conve-

available, to alleviate the lon1 waits nience, quality and quantity of serthcir customers must withstand. I've vices that their competitors can.
heard that the bank is a training Callous cashiers, surly secretaries,
facility. My question is, what do they ncglisent management and other such
aim to train people for? To be sloW lapsQ of businW protocol c•nnot be

and inefficient.

afforded by Black businesses or the
The editorial writer quoted Percy Black community. individually or as
Sutton, president of Inner City a whole.
There has to be a greater spirit of

Broadcasting who, in so many words,

said the lack of consumer allegiance reciprocation between · the two to
to Black business stems from a achieve the economic independence

historical perspective of having to go of which the author wrote. This will
to Whites to act the best, because the not be achieved until Blmck business
best of services were reserved for operators, instead of matina their
them. This may be true to some ex- consumers the butt .of misplaced
tent, but I would like to think that we
can now put our confidence in our
Black lawyers, doctors and
businessmen, to provide us with their
best. People want the most' for their
money.
Black: business owners should
cultivate thcjr c11stomcrs wjth a little

anger arid frustration, take the attitudc that most White businesses
, operators have. And that is to please
the customer, and that the ''customer
is always right .''

Lanita Pace
School of Communicatjoos

students should spend their time self esteem, and leave human nature
fighting for the things that they.can . alone.

chanae 1ike hoiisini conditionJ antf ·

Kenyia D. Elisa

Hilltop Graphic Criticized

Depicts HU. Female
Students as ''Ogres''
•

.

somehow responsible for the im-

Dear Editor:

Something is amiss when black
females have to be portrayed as
Frankenstcinian monsteri because

they outnumber black males at a
university. I am rcferrin& to your

front paae cartoon purportedly providiaa readers with a araphic illustration of fem•le versus male enrollment.
at Howard. The female student is

drawn as an oversized oare with feet
nearly Iaraer th.wn the poor rM""s entire body. The .-ypina is akin to
that of any m•mmy character from
vaudeville or U.S. mus media. How

balanc~..

. I _g_e_t Moynilianian
nightmares as 1 dare to dream about
females beads of household
di~rimimtina •pinst their ~ns by
only sendina then clal!lhton to coll<1e. But then what~'"'~ to tho
overreprcacnred bltck em1• Wed
households condemned diapioporlil!Wely poverty.
11· temales outnumber -la at
Honn! it is cortainlj-cllle to any
matriarchy dom!Mliaa the niDI or
edminsitratiw
Sbn.•ld we
blame thC all-W81t (111-bh :Ir) adminiltration foe tlail • 1• , •km or
•
slP•kl we im; 1'1 · ~ •'s' -.:tmal
defecu in the sodity d..a . . •le c..
tina black-'" OUT or the
pGOI? lntendna .. • 1\ ...
acc:om~iho-•• j ...
tbal, but I d ..... a f-itY Pt1J Illa I . . that 'Mii R d li .... tlllll al'~
loon and - the mtldo la flrll.

po••·

does such anti-black soxlst ~
in& find iu way into a nc:wsr-per
staffed by student from a school of
eommunicatiom whose very raison
order that they miaht teed•c the en- d'etre is the correction. of rad• imcourqement needed to become bet- .... ? And what tic• the female
ter stud •1. cblldrm. piU"llltl, or just edltor-in~f of such a
better Black people. 8oUor ho>wln1 thinl< about s11cb a C&ltoOD ~ and commwutf outreldl propams only l>lalandy radat and soxlll but
arc Just a few o the much i...ietl lld- conveys &n hscorroct political
ditiom to the area around Mowud's m111,;:
CllllpUI. lmtesd or pnllelliaa •'mt
By
wina the r.,,11e u an oarc. ~ Paul& M••"'"• a 'mMur1 ar,
the words of a mere men, .the the artist ••••• Cltl that women. •"- Depa.rtment of RMk>.
a ...
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Conference
. . . Short believes that one way to
reduce the number of teenage

JI, Ul6
,

/

Trinidad

·'

preanancies in the Black cqmmunity . ting ties to South Africa. 1
1s to restructure the Black family.
The Anti-Apanheid Organization
1
' The Black family is the backbone
of Trinidad and Tobago stated that
of the nation and anything that before the players arc allowed to
starts, starts with the family,'' she enter the country, they sl)ould \\'.Tile
said.
a letter to the United Nations Center
But what sounds good in theory is Against Apartheid ''expressing their
not always the case in reality. Short abhorrence of apanheid and pledgbelieves that not enough people are ing not to play in that country until
willing to make a sacrifice in restruc- the apartheid system has been
turing the Black family fn a way that dismantled.''
•
•
would help reduce the number of

Why Not Advertise U!
The Hilltop?
· · .,

materialistic and self centered,"
Short said.
Having an education and striving
for spiritua1 knowledge is one way to
remedy the problem she added.

I

''Those of us who are part of the
Christian family, owe it to ourselves
to put something back into the com. "
mun1ty.
According to Short the conference's theme " ·ill provide students
with models and perspecti\'es on hO\\'
to interface education with Christian

'faith.

I

The Rev. Stephen Short, executive
director and coordinator of the conference, said, ''People believe 1ha1
the only thing they 11eed is¢ucation.
This is a problem and all problems
'are universal .··
Rev. Short adqed that the uni\'ersity in Western society is the sibling
of the church. The originial purp~
of the uni\'ersity was to prepare
clergy for the service of hUmanit)' .
Integr ating ecfucation with
godliness is the message the conference want s- to get across .to
students. ''When you can balance the
two for the service of humanity, you
have accomplished something," he
said.
Short believes that the overall effect of the confernce will be positive
for both the students and the church.
''Students need to feel that as an
individual, they are right with the
Lord. In affirming godliness and
goodness of education. 1his mission
will be accomplished ."
Today 1here will be a luncheon

'

followed by workshops held 12 p.m.
at the Dupont Plaza Hotel , 1500 Ne\\'
Hampshire Ave . , N.W.
The Howard Universi1y Gospel
Choir will perform 7:30 p.m. Saturday at Cramton Auditorium during
a gospel festival following the
workshops .
Howard University's \\1 illiam J .
Seymore House will hold a silver tea
and open house on Sunday, from 3
p.m. to 7 p.m. to conlude the
conferenct".
d
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VOTE ORH

Voter Turnout Increasingly Poor
Paul Johnson, a freshma,n from

politics both school- and worldwide
aside and get back to our spiritual
bond," he added .
''Howard is looking for a group of
men and women to lead its faffiily.
However, there is no family tQ lead,
for we are no longer a collective people, but individuals.''
According to Carl Anderson, vicepresident of Student Affairs,
historically the turnout has not been
as large as one would hope. ''We
11eed to look at the process to see how
we can generate the student's in_terest."

Anderson said that those in charge
of the election need to make the campaigns more equipped to benefit the
student~.

One way this can be done is to
make the students feel a part of the
election by planning more social activities involving the candidates and
the general audience, he added.
Cynt hia C romwell said that
students should get out and vote.
''People complain about the candidates, but won't take time to vote.
That is not fair to themselves nor the
candida1es." she said.

Political.
Cboic.e
.
.
.
ICaders such as Lee lacocca are con- with the a.;tors, according to Skinner.

trolled by the producers and owners, ''The da.y must c<;>me w~en Black
Skinner explained. •
owners sit down with White owners
Thirdly, the ac1ors or public
figures shape public opinion. These and Black owners deal with White
people such as the President and generals.''
governors appear to call the shots.
''It is in1portant for you to undersSupers1ars Frank Sinatra, Cher tand exactly what the system is.
and Bill Cosby make up the Democracy was projected as a system
''premiere goers'' or the fourth le\•el for and by the people, but in the
in the theatre of power, she said.
beginning of this country the vote
The general public are the least in was set up for people who were only
the st ructure, according to Skinner, the property owners - White male
but they are the most in tCrms of the property owners," she said.
number of people who believe that
Furthermore, Skinner noted that
the political system works for them most people are not interested in
but are afraid of the power structure.
ideology and that Black people can''Ronald Reagan is an actor . In the not afford it.
debate with Mondale, he never had
''The· actors talk about ideology,
to say much. He promised to cut Republicans and 1he Democratic partaxes, (cut out) affirmative action, IY. Black people have gotten trapped
and in crease 1he military budget . So into (lis1ening 10) that .''
as far as he is concerned, he has
Skinner suggested that people
fulfilled his scri pt," said Skinner.
should be open to three things: God,
"Who gains by deficit? The federal how the political system works, and
government never pays the whole bill, having no permanenl friends but perit pays the interest on the debt ," she manent interests.
_ said. ''So when the Wall Street Jour''God tell s us in Romans 13 that
nal reports that Reagan is in 1rouble, He ordains authority," she said. ''If
he isn't. He has \\'iped out innation, a group of people who were commithe cut taxes and the investors get the ted to a different value sys1em within
money from the interest rates ."
the body politic, 1hey would be in
In reference to the political struc- conflict. You must begin to look in
ture the Black leadership only deals the word of God for a standard of
leadership.''
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passive voluntary method tried 20
years ago that did not work?'', he
asked.
lshimaru cited a 1984 Supreme
Court case where affirmative action
conflicted with seniority. He Said that
the city of Memphis had to lay off
firefighters and the question was who
would get laid off first.
Would it be the affirmative action
people who were relatively nc_w ~on
the job) or people who had sen1or1ty.
''The courts said the seniority
system was good and that the affirmative action program was bad,'' he
said.
The court did not care if Memphis
or other cities like New York, Los
Angeles, or San Francisco may be
happy with their affirmative action
programs. ·Thc court said they were
illegal , he added.
~.
Ivy Davis, also an assistant
counselor on the Subcommittee on
Civil and1Constitutional Rights, and
member of the House Judiciary
Committee, said that virtually no
legislation gets enacted because it is
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right and just and the American way.
''It is done by people with influence who understand the arena
they arc working in,'' Davis said.
''You all live in the nations capital.
I would urge you to go down to the
Senate. Your presence makes an impact," Davis said. '' If you are in a
position where you can do that on a
voluntary basis, there arc a lot of
things you can do.' '
Cooke said, ••As far as you are in-

;~~ 'l!IS~tqrll'~ pullli~ t~~ devices that

•

•

e

Civil Rights

~~'1511. ~~ 0 ,.iU., .q...;attei\lpts to

11

~

California said that the talked to th ..
candidates' to find out for himself the
right person for the job.
''Vile all have a duty to get out and
vote. Therefore, we as responsib~e individuals must bccsomc. -~c:quaint~
with each mtmbcr running for offices.' '
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teenage pregnancies.
''We as a nation have become very

'

OR A STAGNANT
YEAR.
I
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are so crui.eaL Attend.tlear1ngs, go to I I .
organized lobbies.
•'These arc issues of major concern. Unless we have people whO are
currently educated, all of those efforst are going to fail ."
''This is an issue that will affect
you as students," said Ishimaru. ''If
we dOn't have vigorous, active affirmative action , you will find yourself
in a situation like 30 years ago whcr'
doors arc closed.''
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9 p.m. · 3 a.m.
SEASONS NIGHT CLUB
Georgia and Eastern Avenue, N.W•
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Begining this Thursday, March 6th, 1986

''Come as you arel''
•
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* * * FHtUrlllf A Talent ShowcaN Each Th11csdQ• * *
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Abuse
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University Health Services

Will the Waiting
Ever, Ever Stop?

•

•
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•

Friends Forever?

,

.
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When Howard's Department of Surgery convenes its .50th Anniversary celebration nex~ month f6r a two-day ~':'ent, .a cadr~ of
distinguished surgeons will come from top ~~1t1q.ns 1n. medical
schools and hospitals around the world to reJ01cc 1n being parts

of a glorious past and an oh-so-bright future.

anonymity, echoed with "the health

•

is convinced that Howard students
use a lot of ''artificial stimulants."
''I know a lot of people her~ who

Joggers take hoed: The fourth annual Crystal City Celebration

Office of Drug and Alcohol Abuse, -::Use and sell (pot], and some of them

The 6.~ i mUe race on a TAC (The Athletics Congress) certified

college-aged people are some of the
most a-vid users of drugs and
stimulants, ranging from over-the-

course through the city will be followed by a block party with

it be.

According to the

counter sedatives and sleeping pills to

illegal drugs like marijuana and
cocaine.
.
I
Col. McLain G. Garrett, Jr., ad-

IOK Race will be held May 3, only two solid months awaY .

are your student leaders,'' said the
transfer student. ''I think it's Pretty
universally used; it doesn't seem to
have that 'Reefer.. Madness' {movie

local

~dia

personalities, bands and refreshments. In addition

to prizes awarded to top finishers of the race's various categories,
there will also be random drawings for gifts from Crystal City
merchants. Sign up now!
For an application or more information, call (703) 527-3010, ext.

rrom the I 930's that harshly

characterized marijuana and its users]
effect.''
ministrator of University Health Ser- . What effect does drug use har e on
vices concurs, saying that Howard the body? According to a report]from
students can join the ranks. the Department of Health and
''Students like to experiment and Human Services, it depends, of
somefimes they fall into a problem course, on.the.J.ypc of drug used and
situac;on [as a result],'' said Garrett. the length of time it is used.
The il!ost common immediate cfWe just hired a health educator
(Dolores Couch-Haywoode, from fccts of stimulants like cocaine, speed
Howard University Hospital), and we and amphetamines include increased
staff a social worker to help students heart beat, breathing and/ or blood
who may have problem s with pressure, dilated pupils and decrease
in appetite. '
substance abuse.''
Sedatives like sleeping pills.~
It is reported that 85 percent of
drug users tried drugs by the age of valium, quaaludes and codene are
18, and most continue use. George drugs which slow and depress ·the
McFarland, chief of Research· an"d body's normal functions. The effects
Program Analysis for the District's · range from calming to promoting
·
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Ad- sleep.
Alex (not his re8.l name), a senior
ministration, figures that at least foUr
of every ten high schoolers 1use drugs from the District who said he smokes
and ''as these students go off to col- mariju~na every day if he has it,
lege and become more independent, describes its effects as relaxing .
[a lot of them] fall into the lane of However, ''marijuana definjtely inhibits performance. You don't .have
drug users and abusers."
To comUt the problem at this half the reaction time and your
level, Garrett said that University thoughts tend to float .
''But coke gives you energy," he
Health Services is working to set up
programs and seminars and soon will continued. ''If you're trying to study,
be publishing an information pam- it keeps you up. You don't feel as
phlet on the clinic's drug-related ser- though your brain is detached !from
the rest of you like when you smoke
vices for the students .
The problem, at this point, is that marijuana.''
Long term heavy abuse of any of
students tend not to seek assistance
in this area--particularly from cam- these drugs can lead to malnutrition,
pus sources. ''We see very few skin disorders, ulc~rs and/ or other
students wanting help in fighting any diseases that result from vitamin dcfi·
kind of substance abuse,'' he said. ciencies, drug use's main victim.
But as a final point, according to
''We have held meetings to discuss
better measures of insuring confiden- McFarland, these and other effects
tiality and to make sure stu~ents are are not the only .thing drug abusers
need to worry about. Look-alike
comfortable asking for our help.
"[With this sort of problem[, help drugs are nooding the market and
is crucial. We sometimes don't know posing yet another threat to the
that a student has this problem until high_-seekers ..

17 .

•
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. Hilltop Staff Reporter

The Howard University Student
Health Service's philosophy is that it
is committed to providing Howard
students with quality.health care that
is. aCcessiDle, timely and provided
w.ith dignity. But if one asks the
students about this, most will have a
different opinion.
The consensus seems to conclude:
though services may be accessible-and. on the average, bcneficial--they
are by no means timely.
''I think the health center offers
good service,'' said senior political
science major Sean Reed, ''but the
wait is ·just too· long."
AnOther student, preferring

Senior Simone (not her real n . e),

Substance abuse is not a new topic

•

Alicia Taylor

ealthlines

~

Hilltop Staff Reporter

•

J

they end up in the
hospital."
.
A native of California, Ho ard

Gall Stallings

... nor should

•

•

•

•

''We arc planning to make this event one of the most memorable
reunions in Howard history,'' said Dr. Lasalle D. Leffall, fr.,
chairman of the department and "a world-renowned cancer
surgeon.
.
.
.
.
The golden anniversary of the surgical residency program will
begin March 2, and will feature a reunion reception at the Ray~urn
· BUilding on Capitol Hill. A scientific program at Howard University Hospital follows on Monday, part of the annual Drcw-Syphµ
Lecture and Seminar (named for internationally·known blood
specialist Dr. Charles R. Drew, surgery department chair from_
1941to19.50; and Dr . Burke Syphax, currently a senior professor

and past chair from 1957-1970).
•

Hear Ye: The folks at University Health Services want everyo.ne
to know a couple of things: first, there are quite a few iten\s that
were lost and have been found at the clinic. Name distinguishing

characteristics and they're yours. Tlielist: a checkbook, last name
Curran; male class ring from a certain militciry institute; a male:s
Timex watch; two pair, different colored, sunglasses; one pair
leather/ wool gloves; one gold barrette; ladic's suit jacket and four

Howard photo I.D. cards, 927146, 034933, 034712, 046.104.
Check with anyone at the main clinic at Sixth and College Streets,

N.W.
Second, expect a longer waiting period at the student pha.rmacy
on College Street because there arc currently no pharmacists on
Quty . Health services physicians arc filling prescriptions for the
time being which, according to the administrator, should not be
very Jong . Patience, pati_ence .
•

The '' National March for Women's Lives ," a collective protest
co-ordinated by the National Organization for Women (NOW),
will take place on Mar . 9 and is expected to draw thousands of
women
t~cir m~enMtt-rchers w~ll as~cmble on the Mall at 10

an9

a.m .. bctjvceµ, Scv

and''Fouru:enth Streets, N.W . A rally

fol!oW~

at n6oi1 ilt' 1 h~~ffu~Otit' M'morial . NOW urges· all par·
ticiparits td W.af' .lhlt~.' f'OT ~ttfortnation. contact NOW head-

quarters at 347-2279.

·

center has a really good staff, but the
wait is too long and the place is entirely too small.''
Colonel f\1cLain G. Garrett,,.ir.,
administrator for health services since
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For the week ended May ·11, 1984 (latest
available estimate).

1980, is convinced that given the

volume of students seen at the center only university within the consortium
and the times they appear, the center with a pharmacy dedicated exclusively to students.
is making strides.
, The health services system also in''I'm not implying that I run a
perfect health servicc ... but when you cludes dermatology, orthopedic. imc"onsider that on a given day we at- munization and women's health
tend to 180 students in ten hours {on clinics, as weU as three outreach
the average], a 30-minute wait is clinics open between 7 and 8 p.m. at
nothing.,.,
Cook, Frazier and Meridian Hill dor·
Certainly most students do not . mitories. Students can also use the
consider a 3()..minute wait long; Howard University }iospital for
however, a one- to two-hour wait is emergency health care.
_H ealth services saw an estimated
what they usually encounter.
Donna Black, a junior in SQ,000 students in 198.5, according to
marketing, said, •'I went there Garrett, .while George Washingt·o n
because I had severe stomach and Georgetown universities saw
pains ... } had to wait two hours 11,000 and 16,000 students
before I was even seen. I decided to respectively.
''That's very surprising," said Rob
go to Walter Reed [Army Medical
Frelow, sophomore print journalism
Center].''
What most students do not realize, major, ''considering how slow they
said Garrett, is that between 9:30 go.••
Still, ''I'm steadily trying to ima.m. and I p .m ., the numbers of
students demanding service nearly prove the Service for students,'' said
triples (see graph). For shorter waits, Garrett, adding that students must do
he suggests that students coine in their share. ''It is the student's right
later in the day. The center also ex- and obligation to understand the
tended its hours this year, now open physician .. . when a student thinks he
has been mistreated, let me know.
from 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
ACcording to Garrett, Howard's My office;, located in the back of the
health center has"the largest staff of health center and I have an open·
any center in the District and is the .door policy."
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You can u.se the American Expressa card
to buy concert tickets for your favorite
groups or airplane tickets for your vaca·
tlons. It's the perfect way to pay for all the
little things, and the big-ticket items, lhat
you"ll want during ooUege.

.,.,'

The Bunions Are Coming
If you don't have them, you're
lucky . Many million pairs of
American feet have the unsightly
things we call bunions, and according
to the American .Podiatry Association. at least 70 percent of the
population will experience at least
one kind of simple foot misery as
such at one point in their lives.
Women·-particulary chose in their
20s and 30s--will visit foot clinics four
times more often than men .
A sad tale indeed .
Bunions can be hereditary, but
generally they are brought on by
wearing pointy· toed, high-heeled
and/ or tight shoes and can require
surgery if the problem persists.
Simpler treatments however, such as
wearing lower-heeled shoes or inserts,
have been known to do the job in
limited cases.
The condition develops after constant pressure placed on the big toe

How to get the Card
before you graduate.

similar to those used by dentists,
which are placed under thtii!tissuc
where the bone has enlarged and then

from ill-fitting shoes enlarges the first
metatarsal joint near the big toe. As
the joint becomes more ·and more
deformed, it begins to lean .toward
the other toes, causing the bursa (soft
tissue sac located between tht bone
and muscle) to become swollen and
inflamed.

•

grind away at the deformed bone.
The grindinas are then pushed out
through the incision. The individual
can usually walk away from the pro·
ccdure, but must stay off the foot for
a couple of days.
Which procedure is used--the bu·
nioneCtomy or the MIS-·is totally

Currently, there are two better·
known ways of getting rid of them;

one perfor111ed by .an orthopedic

Because we believe college is 1he first sign
of success, we've made it easier for you to
get the American Express card. Graduating
students can get the card as soon as they
aa:ep1 a SI0,000 career-oriented job. If
you ire not graduating yet. you can
apply for a special sponsored Card. Look
for student applications on campus.
Or call l·SOO.THE.f.ARD. and tell them
you want a student application.

•

The American Express Card.
on't leave school without it~

dependent on the type of foot. Peo-

surgeon, the other by a podiatrist.
The surgeon's bunionectomy
removes a wedge of bone in order to
bring the big toe into normal position. Ii generally involves a hospital
stay, general anesthesia and a three·
inch incision .

ple with wide feet and low arches, for
example, must be treated with a bunionectomy.
All of this could possibly be avoided however, by wearing sensible
shoes;· at 'l east sometimes. Conser·
vativc heels worn interchangeably
with higher ones for women and v.:cUfitting, well.made ·shoes for men

Podiatrists use a technique called
ninimal incision surgery (MIS),
which is done in the office and requires only local anesthesia and tiny
incision. The podiatrist uses drills,

could cut down on a lot .of pain-both

a

in feelina and appearance.

-cbarl.. Garrett, Jr.
•
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•

•

YOUNG LADIES TO HAVE THEIR HAIR BRAIDED BY STUDENTS
AT THE Cw..,.... aC TRAINING IHSTITUTE .
5401 FOURTEENTH STRE!ET, N. W.
THE NATION'S Ol'ILY NATURAL HAIRCARE SALON.
PROFESSIONAL HAIR BRAIDING AND TRAINING CENTER

All $tyles are pre-selected and all

stud~nts

I

.i
•

Licensed Professional Bf aiders

'

$ 45.

J

are monitored py

J
J
l
J

..
oo(includes c11.tensions)

'

VISA • MASTER CARD • CHOICE • AMERICAN EXPRESS HONORED (Sorry No Checks}

.

Call 723·1827 and. .make your appointment today!

Faculty. Staff & Adminlstretion • Welco~

~"'°"'' .t ~s

Fourteenth Street. N.W. • Washington,

723-1827
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ow do you .rate the ood cooked by Good Food
Services? hat changes would .· YOZ! like to see
implemented?
'
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Oady Ferrier
Junior

'

Publk Relations

Economics
Allanla, GA

Los Aa1eles, CA

Michelle Dashiell

Wiiliam A. Scott 0

Natalie Stroud
Freshman
Undecided
Detroit, Ml

Mark Lews
Sophomore

Sophia Tl1nor
Freshman

Freshman
Communications \

Sophomore
Mechanical Enalnttrln1
St. Louis, MO

Journalism

Mlllnt

Vt111ln Islands

.
The food of the Good Food Service is not all that fantastic. They
serve the same meals for lunch as they

,

do for dinner . It 's too bland. Also,
they could have more of a variet y.
There should be a student survey in
order to meet a consensus!!

--

I rate the roOd of t he Good Foo
Service as being below par. Thei
choices of food are very limited.
Good Food Se rvice basically offer
the same food 0\1er and over agai n
during the cou rse of a wee k. I feel
tha t if 1heY: not only st ressed quan1ity but also stressed Qua lity, 1he meal
pla n wou ld be much more enjoyable.
Good Food Service is o nly good for
its convenience.

I feel that Good Food Service is
.
.
.
yery efficient and IS not lime.cons~·
tng but they need to emphasize ".a ne·
ty and concentrate more on having a
revolving system in which meals are
served. per week.

I feel tha t the fo od o f Good Food
Serv ice is coo starchy. The only
reason I a m o n the meal plan is
because my parents made me get on
it. Ho,vever , the food and the service
is q uite convenient . The Good Food
Service needs to o ffer more of a
var1e1 )'.
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The food serves its purpose but it
needs improvement in quality . The
meal plan includes too many star·
ches. However it serves its basic
purpose
'
·

I think the food of the Good Food
Service should undergo a complete
change. There should be less starches
and more protein and more
vegetarian dishes.
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! ! RUN - 0 FF.ELECTIONS!!

I

''Top Line Designer's Fashions
at Bottom Line Savings''

•

'

WHO: BUSA ""
PRESIDENTIAL
SLATES
.·
WHEN: WEDNESDAV,
MARCH 5, 1986
.
10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m ..
'
WHERE: POLLING ·
.
LOCATIONS

•

. '·

Blackburn University Center
*School of Business
*School of Communications
*School of Divinity
*Douglass Hall (LASC)
*School of Engineering
School of Law
*Locke Htll
College of Medicine

•

'

•

'

*SAVE~ JO per~ent WITH
YOUR HOWARD I.D.

,

'

-

'

*Only those students enrolled in these schools are eligible
· to vote at that particular location.
.

PICl'URE I.D. AND CERTIFICATE OF
REGISTRATON REQUIRED TO VOTE.
NO
EXCEPTIONS!!!
WANTED: POLLWORKERS-You will be paid for _services.
.
.I f lnter.st~..:..ll traini.ng sesSl_og_/mee~l!I will be
· b~ld MO~uAY, MARCH 3, ,a t_4;® p _.Q11 ~ome
by Rm. 129 Blackbum Center for locatlon1

'

2225 GECl!GIA AVENUE, N.W,
WASHINGTON, D. C.
20001
(202) 234-7505
Open Mon. - Sat. 10 :00 a.m. - 9 :00 p.m.
*Special Sunday Sales will be 'annlP!Ced
I '

•
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'"roll CAN'T BEAT n1E PRICE 'iOU PAY

WHEN 'iOU SHOP Wim IM HAE"

•

l

SUPPORT STUDENT
' - GOVERNMENT

'

'

•

•
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That's EntertaiitDient
''T•v Pe.nee Kid''
He . Taps

Into

•

•

. art

...,r .•, ..,

•

•

•
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In the words of the song: ••we
didn'l ,el off lhe plantation unlil we
Hilltop Staff Reporter
s1oppe<1 ~~ 40d started doing."
•
.•
•. Willie\i111i+,1>auctunaware of the
1 past, r.,Jl'es:-i~'Jlhat plantation?''
What is better than seeing a
An additional and ironic conflict
musical with a terrific, ta}ented sta)'?
is ~that.._Willie's older sister Emma,
A musical with six terrific co-stars, as
played by-~ine Allard, wants
well as several awesomely talented
desperalely lo oe·a la._wyer. like her
'dancers, namely ''The Tap Dance
father, but he ignores ~r;---..___
Kid,•• at the Warner Theater through
Allard's portrayal of the heavy'Jet,
March 9.
spunky, back-talking Emma is one of
Dule Hill, who plays Willie (lhe
lhe show's highlighls. Nol only does
kid), proficientjy dances his way inEmma have dreams. she has the
to the hearts ol' the audience, charbackbone 10 defy all lo make them
ming us with the innocence of his
happen, including her father's inatyouth .
tent.iveness arutlack of support.
lo addition:itllard, has a wonderAt the same time, the musical adful and powerful voice, and she often
dresses a very important issue curdrowns out the accompanying
rently gnawing at the fibers of the
singt:rs, including Monica i>ege, who
Black population, namely, whether
plays the mother,
aspiring to be a performCr or dancer
. Also in the cast are Eugene Flemshould be abandoned by Blacks.
ing as ''Dipsey,'' Willie's maternal
." Nobody hands you a dream ," ,
uncle who encourages him to be a tap
said Chuck Cooper as William
dancer, and Harold Nicholas, of the
Sheridan, Willie's Successful lawyer Dule Hill as ' 'Willie'' (the Kid) in ''The Tap legendary Nicl1olas Brothers, as
father who wants his son to follow in Dance Kid' ' al the Warner Theatre 1hrough
''Daddy
Bates,''.
Willie's.
March
9.
bis footsteps. The play's conflict
grandfut- Tl'.
ariscs'~rom the differing conceptions
To .say-~.lie le;tSt, "The Tap Dance
of success between the father and the ly hits home as the father displays his Kid,' '. .was good, despite the sound
son, who justs wants to be a dancer . disgust at the clown roles dominated problems that the theater seemingly
had throughout the production.
The song ''William's Song'' real- by Blacks in the past .

-

Goll Slallln1s

'

•

Movie Review
•

Beware

•

WHBC'-AM

Still Trying to ''Prove Itself''

.
and The Community News both
But, WHBC advisor Judy MooreGail Statlings
receive income from advertisement. Smith said, ''WHBC is and was purHilltop Staff Reporter
WHBC, hO\\'ever, receives no chased to be a carrier current staiop,
money from the activity fee. Most of meaning, it can only be picked up in
Howard University's student run the capital the station receives is in Howard University Buildings.
Secondly, Moore said that staion
radio staton, WHBC , 830 AM has t he form of equipment, stlpplies, and
put together a sales staff, upgraded services . The money to pay for these is a learning facility for students in
promotions, and is attracting the 1hings comes from the Department of the School of Communi.c ations.
''The FederaJ Communications Commusic world's most popular per- Radio , T. V., and Film .
The depart men I pays only top mission, (FCC), will not allow a stusonalities. Two weeks ago, Lisa·Lisa,
Cult Jam, and Full Force stopped in managing po sit ion s at WHBC dent - run station to be aired
through Slipends given to the students throughout the city,'' Smith added.
and greeted student fans.
''With all of the good FM stations
Anna Maria Gibson, the stat ion 's at the end of each semester, unlike
s director, said all of this is be- t he bi-monthly check The Hilltop and to listen to in Washington, shQuld
ing do c--tQ.___prove their slogan ''the The Co mmuni1 y News staff receive. Howard students listen to WHBC?''
''I definitely believe we should be Troy White asked . He added,
station that era
0 be different'' is
~s strong as The Hilltop since people ''because we play the music other stawhat listeners are lo
1for.
''C-83'' rerriains the n e
of listen to the radio more ," said Assis- tions wouldn't dare to play, we can
the media owned by Howard Univer- tant Music Dircc1or Troy Whte . '' But afford to do virtually anything. WC
don'1 ,take us se riously dare to be different ."
sity. ''The student-run station pC
chool of Commi.Jni caDisc jockey Calvin Jackson who
employs 60 people , and ·only about because
• ••
hosts the Tuesday afternoon music
four of those are paid posilions," 1ions takes us 1
Bui the n1an agers o
.station show called ''The Other Side or
said the station's General Manager,
C?ntinue to have routine s1ra1eg -~Darkness'', said •• we will give you
Earnest Champale.
s.1ons to dra"' pla11s 10 attract~Qr~ _ wh3J_ Y.Ou waJU_tQ.Y$'at.' .'..__
• In .the news depanm,ent ;- o·nt.y-the l1sleners.
- Wfii~aid-ttrat rt1is does 11ot keep
news director's position is a paid one.
''Promoters take us ~~ry s~riously the stationfrom...operating in a pro''This causes a problem with per for- ~ecause ,v;'e "'Ork ha rd , White con· fessional .m anner .
.
.
mance sometimes among reporters," t1nued . In the past ~\VO years, pro'\We have a well formed program
said Gibson. ''SinCe they are not paid rooters h.ave brought 1n Sade, Evelyn agenda,•• said Maria Gibson .
for their work like with The Com· Champatgn King, Alexander O'Neal, '' WHBC ,has news music and
(n_Unity News or The Hilltop. they Jesse Johnson, ,full ~orce·,. Lisa-Lisa helpful information. We even have a
often fail lo do or co mplete and Cu lt Jam, \Vh1te said .
45-minute news and talk show held
assignment s,'' she added .
' ' I want Howard s tude~t~ to listen every Sunday at noon with
The Hilltop receives $122 thousand t~ WHBC and feel that this 1s our sta· 15· minu1es or sports,'' she added .
in assistance from the Universi1y's 11on . I don't feel that way about
student activities fees. Although The WHUR because it is a commercial
' ''In the meantime,'' White said
1
Communit) News business director, station that Howard just happens to '' WHBC will continue to prove itself'.
Chaudlier Moore, declined to tell own," \Vh ite said.
The IT't~jor ' tfiin~l'4 like tO sec haptheir yearly subsidy, sources ,say they
However, White did admit that if pen this yeat Ii for our notoriety
receive slightly more money than the WHBC were a commercial station, it among students to increase
S 12~ thousand that The Hilltop would spark more excitement and in- dramatically, and for us to be taken
receives.
terest among staff and listeners .
seriously ."
11111111 111: 1111 :1111::
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''The Hitcher''

Christopher Powell
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Every once in a while there comes

a movie which teaches a serious
lesson in a brutally violent and
realistic manner. ''The Hitcher'' is
one of them .
''Looking for Mr . Goodbar'' was
a shocking portrayal of the tragic
consequCnces of living in the fast
lane . ''Hitcher'' shocks us in the
same way with a suspensful tale
about taking deadly chances. c.
Thomas Howell plays Jim Halsey, a
naive, yOung driver who; on his .way
to California, picks up a stranger off
a lonely midwestern high~ay.
The stranger, appropri,att'ly calling
h mself John Ryder, soon reveals
himself to be a maniacal murderer
who, when Halsey asks, ''What do
you want from me?'', replies: ''Your
arms, legs and maybe }'our head ."
Halsey is able to get rid of him at
first, but he is later drawn into a
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Entertainment

jail. But, don't worry. ·All has not
been revealed. Plot twists occur at
almost every concievable moment,
creating a totally unpedictable
thriller.
The movie's only obvious flaw is
in casting Howell as Halsey. Howell,
somewhat of a teen idol has become·
a worse actors with age. The audience
never really gets a sense of what it
feels like to be in Halsey's dangerous
position.
.
Jennifer Jason Leigh is very good
as Nash, a country girl who sympathizes with the desperate Halsey
and joins him in a chase from the
law, taking chances with her own life.
''Hitcher'' is not another cheap
blood and guts thriller. ·1t is a welldirected, believable illustration of
what could happen if you don't listen
to your mother's warnings about hitchhikers. Halsey says as he opens the
car door: ''My mother told me never
to do this . " Ryder replies :.. ''That's
what the last guy said."

tragic series of adventures across the
midwest as Ryder continually tracks
him down and terrorizes him in a .
game of cat and mouse.
Rutger Haue'r, the unstoppable
''replicant '' in ''The Blade Runner''
and the ruthless terrorist in
''Nighthawks," is again terribly convincing as Ryder . The movie more
than likely would have suffered
without
Hauer' s
impressive
contribution.
He portrays one of thoSe indestructibles who , just when Halsey thinks
he's rid of him, shows up.. out or
nowhere at the most vunerable moment. When he isn't off hacking and
slicing some innocent traveller naive
enough to give him a ride, he'shaunting the poor, confused Halsey, who
tries desperately to inform the police
that he knows who the killer is . But
Ryderisacleverdevilwithasensefor
ironic humor .
Not only does Ryder manage to
frame Halsey for the murders , but
then he helps the boy escape from

Beat
•

'

•

Cbrislophtr Powell ·
Hilltop Staff Repo rter

•
THE 28TH ANNUAL GRAMMY
AWARDS-The three and a half hour
show, hosted by Kenny Rogerst aired
on CBS Tuesday night, Feb. 25 .
The 71 awards made by the National
A~demy of Recording AJ1,s and ,
Sciences are the most prestigious in
the American record industry .
''We Are The World,'' the aJl-star
ballad that has raised about $43
million for African famine relief,
won four Grammys including record
of the year, an award shared by
songwriter's Lionel Richie and
Michael Jackson. The song also won
the awards for best pop performance
by a group and for best music video,
short form .
HFre are some other winners :
Besl Male Pop Vocliist-Phil Collins,
••No Jacket Required," album.
Album of the Year·' 'No Jacket Required," Phil Collins.

•
I

'

•
'

1
•

..

Harold Nicholas as ''Daddy Ba1cs ·· in the Tonr Awp.q!.·~na m~!'J"heTap Duct
Kid' ' at the Warner Theatre.
"! · ~
: •'~ .I
·

.
-

.

~ · ,,:·~

'

~ -·

'

Best Female Rock Perfomance-Tina
Turner, ''One of the Living'' .

His script places heavy e1.1pha1is
or>:' th~e1'rjch¥ss ,4! African c.1lture
prior Eliro-AWican interven~ion
Best New Artist-Sade .
thr'ou 1Jrt>vetb/ tolktlie and song.
Best Inspirational-Jennifer Holiday, • Admission is $5 for adults and $2
· for children.
''Come Sunday'' .

."' TA1' ~DANCE (IUD ..The Tony
Aw/•{,{,l\IID/'ini musical curren1ly
Best Fnn11e R&B song-"Freeway of
playi . . :•11he Warner Theater bas
Love,'' Aretha Franklin.
.
been ..,im~ to March 9. Ticket 111<
J
0_ DODO REVISITED:
. . still a~jijl8ble at the Warner Box OfBest R&B Album-•'Jn Square by
Joseoh . A.
Walk~r,_ J!!..' fjoe .at>~ldl'And F Streets. \
Circles.'' Stevie Wonder.
commemoration of Black History
Month tonight at 8 p.m. at the Marie
Best l'op Female Vocalist-Whitney Reed Communily Leaming Centq at
i>Rt.i1CJA:~ AYERS·ALLEN
Houston ''Saving All My Love For I81h and Kalorama Rd., NW.
·
Btll Colby's TV wife
You.''
•
ThcJlllJ@ical drama reenacls lbe will live an ioformal lecture 10
' or African-American ext>CriCnce fforri ' Mo~.,.d students at the Ira Aldridae
Beat R&:B performance by a duo
sroup.-The Commodores, ''Nighl pre-slavery through the Etnancipa- Theater on campus foUowinJ today's
·tion Proclamation.
Ctyuter Day ceren1ony.
Shift''
•
Best Music Video, long form-''Huey
Lewis and the News:The Heart of
Rock-n-Roll" .

\.,
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The Ladies of Alpha Chapter,
Delta Sigma Theta . Sorority, -inc.

I

TBE .BOWARD lJNIYBBSITY

with the 1986 Pyramid Club
and

MAXIMIZED . MANHOOD
RALLY

•

•

The Bro.t hers of Alpha .<:ltapter,
Omega Psi Phi Frater11ity, Inc-:

WIT.B
.

...

•

-

CJ

.. ~
-~ ·

•

""\

.-

present

I•
•

'

''From A Lamp ·
To -A . Pyram1·•d''.

"'..

•

•

•

••

•

'

\. ~

)

with the 1986 Lampados Club

•

,\
•

·

L----..JJ

•

.

•

the Kiddie Ball

·

·

•

.

7:00pm.

FRIDAY MARCH 7. AT

•
•

•

•

Dr. Cole 1111s spoken to 111ore than 500, 000
111e11 of all races about the Biblical principals

.

.

Saturday, March 1st
. 10:00 - ~.m~ to 2:00 a.m.
· Blackburn Center Ballroom
Admission $3

.

· of 111i111l1ood. We 11ow bri 11g hin1 to speak

•

I tot hc n1cn o f' 011r

u·
.
111vers1ty.
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Hilltop Starr Reporter

According to Head .C oach Willie
Jeffries, Howard's football program

has added 21 recruits to its arsenal.

Seventeen

of

the 21 recruits have signed letters of
intent,
while
three
junior college transfers made verbals

commitments.
''We ·only signed 21 (recruits)

because we were able to keep some
fellows in school,'' Coach Jeffries
said.
Among the three offensive tackles
Howard recruited is 6-4, 285-pound

Eric Ellis from St. Petersburg,
Florida, who really impressed Jeffries

and h'is staff.
''He is a big offensive and defensive lineman," said Jeffries. 1 'He
comes out of a good football progra\n. ' '
The staff is also hopeful that 6-3,

'

215-pourid linebacker Jessie Hatcher
can bring some eXperience with him
from Taft Community College in
Georgia.

•

.

I

•

1son uccumb
to Aggie P ride
in a 75-62 Lo.ss

•

~
Darren Price

''We feel he has growth potential, "
said Defensive Coach Benjamin
Blacknall. ''He iS a fast and pretty intelligent player.''
James Moses, a 5-11, 180-pounder
from Chowan Junior College in
North Carolina is the only defensive
back Howard recruited .
, ''- ''We need a true cornerback who
will come in and help our other cornerbacks," said Jeffries.
Howard also picked up 6-0,
205-pound running back Kerry Brinson to boost its aggressive ground attack . Brinson attends Killian High
Schoo~ in Miami, and chose Howard
for a vCry definite reason.
•'The reason I cho'se Howard is the
peoPle [at Howard] made me feel I
was at home,'' he said. ''They treated
me as a person and not just as a football player.''
''We wca.laWc.ing for a tailback to
run the perimeter and also stand the
punishment,'' said Jeffries .
Jeffries added that he is still look ·
ing for a kicker to replace former
kicker John Nicolaisen who is ex·
pected to graduate in May .
.,,

Hilltop Staff Reponcr
I

•

for
the
The
fOIJowing
are
1986
recruits,
Howard football team who _have signed , letters of
intent or made verbal commitments.

'
Derrick Fletcher- 6-2, 235 LB St . Petersburg,Fla.
Charles Gibbs- 6-2, 215 LB Montclair, NJ
James Garland- 6-1, 205 LB Saito., MD.

•

Alan Wright- 6-3, 275 OT St. Petersburg, Fla.
Nathaniel Franks- 6-3, 235 OT Saito.,

•

Everyone is not cut out to~ be a long
jumper. In order for an athlete to bC
successful in this event,.. he or she
must be blessed with gifts that only
God can give. Natura] speed is a must
because it gives the Jumper the
mom~ntum needed to propel his/ her
body through the air. The long
jumJjer must also have strong legs to
provide the needed thrust at the point
of takeoff. Luckily, Teresa Allen, has
both!
.
Allen, a nati-orof Charlotte, North
Carolina has been actiVe in sports
since eighth gI:oade . Besides track, she
' also enjoyed playing vo_ll~ybajl_._.but
felt that she could go farther in college sports by -concentrating on one
in particular.
· Since coming to Howard in 1983,
Allen has jumped at some of the nlost
prestigious track meets in America,
including the ...Penn Relays, the Outdoor TAC Nationals, the NCAA Indoor Championships in 1984, and the
outdoor championships in 1985, and
the 1984 Olympic trials. "I didn't
jump well at the blympic trials
because I was on cloud nine the
whole
time that• I was there,'' she
•
said.
The best jump of Teresa's career
came when she was a freyiman. It
was at the Princeton Relays in 1984
that she leaped 21-1 V2 just :Y.. ·or an
inch less than Brenda Bailey's school
record of 21-2 1/4. This was the first
time that she had jumped over 20 feet
and that jump gave her the field
house record at that time.
Allen aJmost ended up attending
school in North Carolina instead of
coming to Howard .
''I wanted to go to school in North
·Carolina and Appalachian State
showed interest in me . I hadn't even
heard of Howard until a teacher at
my high school whose son went to
Howard mentioned it to me. I began
a correspondence with Coach

~10.

Gary
Willingham- 6-3, 250 OT Atlanta , GA.
• •

•

•

•

Maryin Howard- 6-3, 235 OL Atlanta, Ga.
Everest Parrish- 6-3, 230 OL Miami, Fla.
David Westbrook- 6-5, 225 OL Miami, Fla.

'.

Hilltop S1aff Reporter

• •

Jessie Hatcher- 6-3, 215 LB Thompson, Ga.

Long Jumper
High on Motivation
John Mitchell

•

I

'

Damon Price

•

Mo11ltrie and he showed a sincere interest in me not only as an athl~e but
as a person and a student. If not for
our correspondence, I probably
would be going to school ~ack
home," she said.
.
The demands placed uponi the
regular student at Howard are tough .
However , they are even tougher on
the student-athlete. The student athlete must be able to find time to
study while practicing every day and
making frequent trips around thC
country. Allen finds /1otivation in
this challenge.
''In sOme ways it's n1otivating .. lf
I do6't keep my grades up I can't run
and coach will be on my back·. I've
been doiilg this since the eighth.grade
and it has never really hurt my
grades.J..don'Lt.hink that if I were not
running I would do any better in my
books," she said.
_.-Although Allen is motivated by the
challenge that comes with being a
stui:lent-athlete, she draws he1
strength from different sources.
''My mother and I depend on God .
If not for God none of this would be
'happening. Mom has been coming to
my meets ever since junior high. She
has even come to D .C . a few times .
to see me compete. Mom is my best
friend. I can always depend on her
for t riticisms, even when I would
rather do with out them,'' said Allen.
In the future Allen sees herself
graduating on time (''If l can get
through this semester'') from the
School of Allied Health and going on
to work as a physicians assistaht. She
said that she is still debating over
whether or not to go ·on to rhedical
school, but hints that if she is going
to do so, she would have to have at
least a y'ear off from school.
Having had a taste of Olympic
competition, Allen is sure that she
wants to give the games another shot
in 88.
''I do plan to give it another shot
in 88. There will be a lot of good
jumpers there, but I consider myself
to be good also .' '
So does her competition.

John Ball- 6-5 , 280 OL Saito., MD .
Pettis Chick- 6-5, 245 OL. Newberry, SC.
Martin Williams- 6-1, 285 OL John Island, SC.

•
l:he Aggies of North Carolina
A&T University were hot last Saturday. They were so hot that they burned the. Howard Bison beyond
recognition in their 75-62 victory
before 7 ,200 boisterous fans at the
Corbett Sports
GreensborQ..
- . Arena in --- ''lt'Was our best victory overall,"
said Aggies foach Don Corbett.
"We haven't played a co1nplete game
all season."
Aggies Forward Claude Williams
led all scoring with 25 points, pulled
down seven rebounds, made four
assists and blocked two Shots. He
helped give North Carolina a
12-point lead (36-24), its largest in the
first half, when he penetrated
Howard's defense and layed the ball
on the glass.
·
To add to that, Guard George Cale
displayed solid shooting, scoring inside and out of the paint with little
difficulty .
Sophomore Aggie Guard Thomas
Griffis' fluent ball-handling and
sharp shooting (17 points) allowed
the Aggies to break away from the
Bison. Six minutes into the haJf, Griffis scored twice, shooting from the
corner and behind the foul line, giving A & T a two-point lead.
The Bison had to rely on Guard ·
Fred Hill's quickness and outside
shooting to keep them in the game.
Early in the first half, Hill dribbled
through traffic and made a lay-up,

'

giving Howard its only lead (4-5) in
the contest.
·•1we didn't eXecutC,•• Said Guard
Mike Hampton. ''We tried to do
what he (Coach A.B. Williamson}
asked. You can't predict any shot,
you just shoot and hope it goes in.''
North Carolina gave Howard problems both offensively and defensively, taking the Bison out of their usual
rhythm. The Aggies out-rebounded
the Bison when rebounding was called · for, taking jump shots and
penetrating to the basket without the
slightest hesitation. Howard made a
few costly turnovers and they failed
to capitalize from the Aggies' turnovers. During the first half, the .
· Bison had a few chances to score
from rebounding, but failed.
••we didn't play well,'' said
Howard Assistant Coach Cy Alexander. ''They beat us in every phase
of the gant't: 11
The Bison tried to apply some
defensive pressure to the Aggies in
the second ha]ft but the they escaped
with very effective ball-handling.
Aggie Center Lee Robinson exposed Howard's 'weakness when he
muscled his way inside the middle to
score ten of his 12 points in the half.
Robinson's aggressive' play was ~
reason why the Aggies were able tc
extend their lead to I 5 points.
Howard closed A & -T's lead tt:..
nine points (58-49) when Guard
William Stuart made an inside jump
shot, but that was not enough to stop
the Aggies' aggressive attack.

Support the Bison by attending

Watfen Rouse Ill - 6-3, 260 OT Atlanta , Ga.

•

Sam Lane- 6-3, 245 OT Willingboro, NJ.

the MEAC Tou1·name1~~
March 7-9
•
'
at the Philadelphia Civic Center ""
•

Eric Ellis- 6-4, 28 5 OT St. Pe1ersburg, Fla.
Randy Payne- 6-4 270 OT Pi1tsburg, Fla.
James Moses- 5-11 185 DB Orangeburg,

~

•

•

Kerry Brinson- 6-0 205 RB Miami , Fla.
Caleb Hertz- 6-1 205 l "B .01'.on Hill, MD.

•

-

•

Lady Bison up 9-2 in
.MEAC, Over Hawks
Desiree Boykin
Hilltop S1af£ Reponer

'

The Lady Bison defeated the Lady
Hawks of the University of Maryland
Eastern Shore, 88-52, with effective
team work and inside passing last
Wednesday. The Lady Bison forced
six turnovers and made 24 rebounds
in the first half.
The Lady Bison gave up four turnovers in the first half, most due to
Maryland freshman Theresa Thinna.
However, the team made up for this
with their inside game. Although
Maryland played tough defense, the
Lady Bison were able to make the inside pass work. They led the first half
41-23.
.
Vanessa Graham started off the
Lady Bison with the first two points
of the game. At the half she was the
leading scorer with 15 paints and
again at the end of the game with 21
points. Being one of the players to
watch, according to Coach Sanya
Tyler, Graham also made IO · field
aoals and eight rebounds.
.
Coach Tyler said that ''confident''
was the word. ''We're going to play
hard,'' she said.· The team did this
and their 46 rebounds reflected it.
Darlene Beale, one of the leading
rebounden in the nation, had 14 rebo11nd1 and 19 poinu in the same .

Beale's, a sophomore who has rebounding
ability,
· has helped the Lady Bison become
the number one rebounding team in
the nation.
Roslyn Bell scored the first two
points of the second half for
Howard. Bell, a sophomore guard,
was aJsn a leading scorer with 18
points.
The second half was not as effective as the first with the passes for the
Lady Bison . Maryland was forcing
turnovers and making their own fast
breaks. However the· Lady Bison kept
their lead and increased it to 82-43
during the half. The team got ~eir
momentum back· with two miriutes
left in the half and worked extre~e
ly. well together for the rest of the
game.
Maryland played without their
leading scorer, Monica Felder. According to Maryland Head coach
Germaine McAuley. it was due to inner team problems, however she was
pleased with the team's performance.
The team ''played decent together as
a unit,'' she said. Coach McAuley
also said that the team had fewer twnovers and played cautiously. The
teams record is now 4-18,
The motto of the Lady Bison, 14-9
overall, and 9-2 in the confcrnce, is
eight is enough. ''They're having
fun," said Coach Tyler, ''CYeryone
plays.''
·
·

.______.One way: An
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This Spring Break, if you and your friends
are thinking about heading to the slopes, the
beach or just home for a visit, Gre'yhouncrcan
take you there. For no more than $SQ, one way,
if you buy a round-trip ticket.
From February 7 through May 19, all you
do is show us your college student l.D. card .
when you purchase your ticket. Your ticket will

here we go•

then be good for travel for 15 days from the date
of purchase.
So this Spring Break, get a real break.
Go anywhere Greyhound goes for $59 or less. .
For more information, call Greyh9und.

I

,\lusl present a valid l""Olkge sruden1 I. D. card upon purdwic. No ocher_ discounts
apply. Tickets arc nontranSferablc ~ aood ~or. UtvdonGreyhound ~·Inc .,
and 00>« panjcipo"°" camcrs. c.enain
...,iy. 00or dlcctive 2fl~.
Offer limited. Not \iilid in Canada.
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ROOMS FOR RENT
House conveniently located near
Howard's campus is now accepting applictJtlonsfor room renlll/s. Feonirlng:
2 V, bathrooms. 2 kitchens. various
STUDENTS!
FACULTY size rooms, key-lock bedroom doors. A speedy recovery goes out to Fran·
heater in rooms. Call 234-6918 or cine Prirrls after a death defying fall
MEMBERS! ALUMNI!
IN ONE LAST TRIBUTE TO 723·7364.
down the back stairs of Park Sqilll,.
BLACK HISTORY .MONTH
How's the elbow? Happy HNllng.
Show
me
State
students!
Club
St.
(ALTHOUGH THE STRUGGLE
Felicia Mayo
·
Louis
will
be
having
a
meeting
CONTINUES) . THIS - AFROAMERICAN STUDIES PUSH Wednesday, March 5, In DGH ·rm. Rett, I miss the times that we use to
CO LLETIVE ASKS YOU TO 116 at 6:00 p.m. sharp! Don'tforget spend together. But, maybe we can get
BOYCOTT THE CHARTER DAY your $15for your sweatshin.
together sometime in the futu,.. Call
CEREMONY TO SHOW ·SUPMB! 8669
ATTENTION
All
SOUTH
PORT FOR A REQUIRED
COURSE IN AFRO-AMERICAN CAROUNIANS· The South Carolina /.alA. Madonna. Giggles, We're hapSTUDIES TO THE TRUSTEES! Club will be having a meeting b{l py. praying. and with )>au all the way.
JOIN US IN SILENT PROTEST IN Monday. March 3. 1986 at 5 p.m. in If you ever feel weak, remember we
FRONT OF CRAMTON FROM Room 240 of Douglas Hall. We will loved you before and always will. Next
9:00 A.M .- 10:30 A.M. AND IN be discussing sweatshirts and an end time you can go camping take us
FRONT OF THE BLACKBURN of the year project. We loolcfOfWQrd along. Frankie, Bongo. Rona
.
CENTER FROM 11 :00-12:30 ALL to seeirig you in there.
ON FRIDAY, FEB. 28TH! STAND
I.ala, I hope you believe that no matWITH US AND STAND FOR OUR DA VE and TODD present "LA TE ter why I was mad. it doesn't change
HISTORY.
NITE ACTION" tonight at the how I feel. I love you and I'm happy.
EROL'S CAREER FAIR CON- C/ubho~. 1296 Upshur St. N. w for you. Bongo
The cont1nuation oj an ongoing real
SIDER RETAIL MANAGEMENT party.
To~ight we give you a party Piprie, /knowyou 'renotgoodataskTRAIN ING .
.f rom 10 ti/ 5 a.m.: Featuring Male ingforhe/pbutitwouldmiikemehapWednesday, March 5, 1986 from 5:00 ,dancers for the ladies from /0 ti/ mid· PY if you did. We still havealot to talk
p .m.-8:30 p.m. at the Quality Inn- night. Gentlemen wift be admitted at about, ·but /'II always love you. Bongo
Capitol Hill Hotel, 415 New Je.rsey
Avenue , N.W. Washington , D.C. I /:30p.m. For $4 bef~ 2:00and $5 SHEILA SMITH. Happy B-day!!!
20001. We are looking for en- after party at D.C. S hottest all night Now that you have your card and a
thusisatic, team players to grow with club.
ad in the Hilltop how about dinner
' us! If unable to attend, send resume
tonight? I told you that I wouldn 't
Physician Assistant Students will host forget. Call Me. You know who.
to:
·

Oeneral

Erol's Inc. 6621 Electronic Drive
Springfield, VA 22151 . Attn: Person:
net or call (7)3) 642-3340.

Applications are being accepted for
the position of Graduate Level Peace
Corps Recruitrilent Co-ordinator.
' Respon\i,qilitics include serving as a
universftf-wide information resource
for persons intersted in Peace Corps
Volu~tecr work and to identify prospect1ve volunteers qualified for and
seek'ing International experience.
Qualifications include:
1. Returned Peace Corps Volunteer.. A MUST!
2. Current graduate student staus at
Howard University
,
Successful candiate will receive a
gradaute student stiped and tuition/ fees allowance . Please call Or.
Linus A. H,oskins, School of Human
Ecology, fioward University for
more infor~ation, (202) 636-7603.
Couriers needed-own vehicle and
knowledge of O.C. area required .
Ful.1-tim e and part-time work
avatlable. Call PRONTO, 882-0291.

•

THE
INTERNA T(ONAL
BUSINESS FRA TERN/TY OF
DELTA SIGMA Pl. Iota Rho
Chapter Presents ... /OTA RHO
WEEK. March 2nd - 8th.
SUNDA Y: 2rtd - Join us at Rankin
Chapel
MONDAY: 3rd · PROFESSIONAL
ACTIV/TY·Fred Knight. channel 5
ex-weatherman, turn entrepreneur
Rm. 415 SBPA 5:00 p.m.
.
TUESDAY: 4th · MOVIES···SBPA
LOUNGE 4·10 p.m.
WEDN£,5DA Y: 5th · Display Table
(bring questions) SBPA lounge (all
day).
THURSDA Y.· 6th · COMMUNITY
SERVICE · "No Drugs For Us" Rap
Inc. will present a play to Jr. ·High
students and the Howard Community, fol/owed bya discussion. 12. 3:00
p.m. 1n the Bbrary Lecture Hall
FRIDAY: 7th · BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATION SBPA LOUNGE
12 noon.
SATURDAY: 8th . ·· YELLOW
ROSE AFFAIR"
.
All ARE WELCOME ·
In celebration of our chapter birthday, THE INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS FRA TERN/TY OF
DEL TA SIGMA Pl. Iota Rho
Chapter, invites all to our Fourth Annual "YEUOW ROSE AFFAIR"
Semi-Formal
Place: The Ramada Renaissance
Hotel. 1143 New Hampshire Ave.
N. W.
Date: Saturday. March 8th. 1986
Time: 9 p.m.·2 a.m.
Donation: $7.00 in advance-SB at the
door
FREE HORS D'OUEVRES
FREE DOOR PRIZES

•

V,-Productons., Inc. offers extensive
video production services: seminars
parties
weddings

resumes

Persontls

an Eastern Regional Conference for
students in programs from other
universities on Sat. March I, 1986
from 8:30 a .m . to 5:00 p.m. in lthe
College of Allied Health Sciences.

I

Quinn, TreC.Surer,· April Ha"is,
Secretary) would like to exund hearMike P .
~ou Big Diatamaceous Earth Filter- ty congratulations to the 1986-87 Student Omncll-Get yourselves Jln!pant/
ing Head.
·
You Ask: Why does ii have to be like for a VERY LONG school year!

'

1hat? Becase My Bolls.
·
Happy Birthday from John Quincy
Adams, John Hancock, Paul Revere
and the rest of the BOSTON TEA
PARTY.

•

PARTY!!!
Mardis Gras Style 1
February 28, I 986
Blackburn Ballroom
10:30 p.m.-2:00 a.m.
Tickets available at Cramton
$3.00 before 10:00 p.m.
$4.00 after 10:00 p.m.
Sponsors: American Soceity of Interior Designers, H .U . Student
Chapter.

Susan Arrignton Ellis,
I ~g your most Humble pardon, but
qu_1et as kccpt U have the I.Q . of a
b~ck and the disposition of a frog!!
S1sned GA-GA
Aaron-Slowe
I'm glad I've found a person with
feelings beneath that gorgeous
chocolate exterior. Breakfast Dinner, Hawaiian Punch, and ciavin's
R all ways to say I care. -

Paula,
Herc is your belated birthday wish
and your congrats on having been accepted into dental school!! Also, I am
saying THANK YOU and I Love
You for the wonderful soror and in~
dispensable friend you've been to me
for the past two years. You have kept
the true meaning of sisterhood alive
and further intensified the special
love of ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA.
Skcc Wee 11 Dr'' Pruitt,
S-Pi-83

To: 1718Y2
•
I gues you probably heard about me
losing _my job at .IBM, but I've got
a new Job at Burger King, so now you
can callme Mr. Herb.
The Old Mr. IBM
TO MR. HAPPY HOUR (Thomas
Quash):
Happy 22nd Birthday (March 3), my
felto:-v P1scean friend. May this year
be JO~ous and full of Student
Counc1l-sponsored happy hours .
(Maybe _you should discuss this at
length with the new administration).
LOVE, MS . HAPPY HOUR .

Attention Troy White:
While we did not want to get petty
a~d ''bust·· you out during campaign
time, we feel that now would be a
f/OOd time to address YOUR problem.
lve did not appreciate you taking one Stacy Richardson
The School of Communications Stu- of our flyers and cutting it up so that
Life is . full of. m~ny surprises and
dent Cou ncil cordially invites you to
you miK.ht be able to make flyers for ma~y 1nterest1ng people. I think
spend an evening with '' Women In
yourselJ. It was of poor taste for -you you re one of those intersting people
Communications.''
to do such, but (he sad part about it an~ I have an interesting suprise
Doris McMlllon , News Anchorwas that you did not even realize that Suit and Tie, 5 p.m. Wednesday:
Channel 7; Candy Shannon,
the word 'Communications' was
.
Announcer-93 FM, WKYS; Patrice
misspelled. Hopefully. if you are ever
Gaines-Carter, staff writer-The
elected to a position ·o.(~something on T.he C~il~ren of Gibson Plaza CorWashington Post .
this campus. you will not take so· di;t.Jly 1nv1te you to attend a Black
Wednesday, March 5, 1986 at 7
meone else's program (or what·have H1s!ory program in Recognition and
Praise of ~lack History Montn. The
p.m., in the School of B~siness
)'OU), implement it, and then cal/ it
prgoram 1s Free.
Aud itorium .
your own! With UNITY a;;d COM· Time: 6:30-9:30 p .m .
MITMENT in mi11d. the only com- Fri. Feb. 28
He)· Wisconsi11ites. Come out and plete slate that opposed you...
Gibson Plaza Basement
bott1/ with your home people this
1301 7th St. N.W . (Near Giant
tt-eekend. Call Eric at 636·0345 for 9·A·84. Jabber Jaws: If you were a Supermarket and the 0 Street
details. We tt•ant )IOU Chicago club!!! socket, and I were a liKht. do you think Market)
·
we could get togetfrer and twinkle Angela,
A ITENTION STUDENTS: Do you tonight??? Sneaky Pete 164-/P
If ·•
find yoursR/f not having enough
red, what color is it??
er:efl{y to study for long periods of Hey A .J.. You and the multicolored M tt
bird
ore
being
watched.
·watch
where
r
.
ur1ous
time? Try POLl!TABS SPORT. A
safe. all natural product. which in· you step because you ·re walking on
_
creases your energy level and tbln .ice. Signed. NBC·let's all be - _._.. .< .... •
•
'
endurance.
·
For more infOrmotion call Ms Jones
•
(102) 726·5131
.
Congratu{ati?ns to the new School of
CommunICtitions Student Council ExABRAM HARRIS ECONOMICS ecutive
Officers. may we . have a
SOCIETY will be having a meeting on YEAR/ulf of exciting events and in·
March 5th at 5 p.m. in Rm. 313 ASB· formative panel discussions ... Robert
.
B. All are welcome to attend. Elections
will be discussed.
Good luck fellas! I was behind you
Maryland Club Meeting: Thursday, then. and I am now! JR V
March 6th at 5:30 p.m. in the To Thomas Quash. alias King for a.
· Black.burn Forum. All members ore
a/1J1S Ex·President for life
u.rged to attend. Sttieatshins. Discus- night.
Thomas Duvalier, alias &by Doe
sion about party and tickets are Quash:
Have a happy, happy birthday.
011ailable.
Love. The Clementine Queen
The Mar) 1land Club wil be hosting a Ac~ f!oon Coon, Decisions, decisions,
Happy Hour at the Howard Inn on decLS1ons. What are you going to do?
Friday, Feb. 28th. from 6·9 p.m. Be I WANT YOU!!! It's time for a new
there!!! Pree food and drinks ore 2for
beg11m.1ng. Mostly seeking you. Mr.
I.
Los Angeles.
Maryland Club Members would like Hows about a Strawberry Daiquri?
•
to in vite other Maryland and friends
•
Ho~ much was the bill that ni~ht ?
•
to a Beer and. Pizzo Social, after thelost .Lets do UnoS again some time!
home game against Morgan Stale, on
Saturday, March /st from 10 p.m.· New
York
until. At 334 U. St .. N. W (up from This weekend was OUVA! How many
Slowe Hall). For only $2 you can 'tim~s
did it get
done??
come and en.Joy the Jun.
lets never stop living the good (fast)
Miss
you!
THE MARYLA ND CLUB is having life!
a HAPPY HOUR tonite at the I love you! Washington , D.C.
HoY1ard Inn from.6 p.m. until 9 p.m.. TO DEAN DOOM AND ASS'T
featuring a ltve dJ. and dn'nks are two DEAN HE-MAN ·
for one. Take a break from midterms this is just a note io say that we apand have some fun ...
preci.a te the guidance you have thus

Deon, Gioia, Billy, and Kim
Your slate was very impressiv~ when
you knocked on my door. I wish you
all the best of luck on Feb. 26. You
have my vote.
Your friends from Eton.

B.J.L.,
·
I never·wanted God or a Kina all I
ever wanted was all of you. 1'1..owo,
You. Our time has come March 28

I 986.

•

'

HAPPY 19th BIRHTDAYI t l
Miss Stella "4.0" Ingram
I hope ,you maintain perfection
May OOD continue to
shower HIS bleuinp unto 1""
Love, $$Dr. CoolSS
•
To Jana, ~want to say more, but the
opportunity never arises. Let's set
together and talk about it. Allen.
To Jennine, CofcssiOn is like 1om&'
th~oush Hell. I am your secret admirer. Braces.
'
Happy Birthday T.Q .
You have finally made it to 22, and
what a fine 22 you are. I hope your
birthday is full of fun and you .i.now
what!!
I:ove the Chi-town Cutie, your part~
time lover.
The School of Communications Student Council congratulates Ona
Alston and Yvonne Bi:ooks on their
efforts to obtain office. Good luck
fellow Communications students i~
the run-off_
'
To the Hilltop artist:
I ~old Y.o u. that I was going to put a
H1lltop1c 1n for you!!
the Copy Editor
•

To: California ''Goonie''
Things are changing and the weekend
Deon and Gioia,
The campaign is almost over. God I~ young. Let's keep our moods in the
luck o~ W.cdncsday, you worked har right order.
andd 1t will show at election time. 53NC
C.B.
·
Congratulations Robert Frelow:
You have some hard shoes to fill, but
TREVOR,
have , · fun
doing
it.
Hey, what up!! Happy birthday!!
Get ofm & ofm. Guess what?
It's that time again, YEA'' ·
I'll get back. Later!
··
JUICY-LUV, THE weekend was a
"TBNC-2-box office hit, and you were the STar
of the Story; most DEFINITELY
HEY, KAREN 0-----------Young:
woman of perfection LONG L ' a
the
Bronx 1•
•
•• ive
Wow today's your b-day!
You are legal!!!!!!
LUV, DEEJAY EZC & THE
CREW
· · ·
(and over the hill (smile)
!!!!!!!HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!!!!!
So let's
drink to that.
ATTENTION LADIES·
11
Love Us Girls"
Arc we going to Jct another
· 119 years ·
Melva, Dawn & Vivienne
b
go y .. . bcfore issues that concern
To Bill,
you are finally addressed i ·
Your greatest a
HUSA? ...
1n
1. hm
before you.
ccomp is cnts lie National Political Congress of Black
Women

~ n~t

-

-

WEDNESDAY NIGHTS
I

at
COLLEGE NIGHT

CLUB GEORGIA is sponsoring
SPRING BREAK in ATLANTA.
GA . March 14·23. Only! $70 r·t'.
CALL: 636·2703 (Slowe): ·1024
(~uad); ·1963 (beth); 797·2780 (meridian): 789·8088 (Su11on)

,
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far given US .' the road to SIGMA land
is tough and we know that without
the t.wo of you, it would be an impossible one!
getting stronger,
•
the Crescents ' 86

THE THE CRESCENT COURT OF
'86
CLUB GEORGIA MEETING next we,• the crescents of PBS, woilld like
THURSDAY at 7:00 p.m. in
DOUGLAS rm. no. 136. Bring all re- to say that we love each and every
one of you for all that you have done
maining bus money.
for us. thank you for your supIS READING A PRIVILEGE? Yes. port ... we'll never forget you!!
if .YOU do not have something to read. Fir~t Army, then Navy, then Army
71re Lorton Reformatory inmates

audition tapes
campus events
and more, Make your event
memorable, gee the ··v·· advantage need your help. The Pyramid Circle of again .
For information coll 234-6819
· 1986 .will be collecting books. ~hat's next Lee, my Next Minue
fncnd'?
magazines. and mon~y to buy mt>re The
Chef.
TAJ &oles Service. A Student F.nter- boOks for Lorton on Tuesday, March
prue will commemorate Black History 4(IT1 10 p .m. through /I pm.
POUND,
Month will free Notary Services to P
SE CONTRIBUTE!
,
YOU'RE DOINO FINE SO FAR.
Howard Stuilents with valid certiflCtlte
HANG IN THERE
WE'RE
of rtglstration and lD. 1im Jonf!!i
BEHIND YOU ALLY THE WAY'
Notary Pllblic 722·0701.
' NOBUCS. the National ()xanizatlon STAY
IN TOUCH.
.
of Black University ana College
Delta Sitlma Pi presents Fred Knight Students, will hold Its next General YOUR HOT SHOOPES FRIEND
former Channel 5 weatherman rum'. Body Meeting on THURSDAY. FROM LOS . ANGELES, STEVIE
ed enterpreneur. 5:00 p.m. School of March 6. 1986 at 6:30 p.m. in the D., GEORGIA PEACH AND THE
POTOMAC KID.
'
Bllsiness Rm. 415. Monday March J. Human Ecology Auditorium.
. · ~arjorett~ Harrisonbc'ra:
.1986. BE THERE!!!
'
'
A ITEN'FION! The Nqtiona/ Society The California Slutknt Ast0eiation in- · I ve had 11 up to HERE with · you
of Black Eng_ifJ_eers ' is having a vltes you to .''Get l.Jve" with w: to ORACE!!
GENERAL BODY MEETING this wrap-up Black History Monlh .i ~nly u bi& as your finaer??
Wedne.sday at 5:30 p.m. In the R.S V.P., tonight!!! 9-untU, 401 M. St.
ENGINEERING AUDITORIUM S. W Save SI offadmis.slon with an bt- TRM (v.hr:J
I.At's do Chllptu 3 apin!
AU mgtrwring students are encourvg· vitat/on! Set fliers for <1'tolls. and you there!
MLS (Prt:J
ed to attend.
·

•

·The 1985-86 School of Commun/caAnseta,
I want Farley back. He belongs to me lions Student Cauncil
and I lt?ve him as much as you do. (Myrlys l. Stockdale. Ae••"'.'nt; ThJcy
Mltcbell, Vice Pmldent, Krystal
Your B1pper-Half

at
the New

Every Wednesday Night

•

•

9 p.m.-3 a.m.

Admission: $3 .00
_ :~
Brought to you by D. Fun Boys

;

''Don't.Miss It!!''
•

I

I .
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'
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